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EMPllUCAL MEASUREMENT OF RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION
AT LLRW DISPOSAL SITES IN ARID LOCATIONS
Abstract: Comprehensive radiation monitoring data for the US Ecology
LLRW site at Beatty, Nevada, published in the last few days, provide a unique
opportunity to evaluate the validity of optimistic transport models that have been
used 10 predict travel times 10 groundwater in the tens of millennia. The newly
available data show gross alpha readings in groundwater in excess of action
levels in eight different years, gross beta in violation of action levels seven years,
and tritium in excess of action levels four years, with significantly elevated tritium
(>1,000 pCiIL) but below action levels an additional four years. The data
provide clear evidence that radioactive materials have migratedfrom the disposal
trenches 10 groundwater, 300 feet beneath the surface, in afew decades. The
presence of elevated gross alpha, gross beta, and Cobalt-60 in the groundwater,
in addition to substantial tritium, rule out vapor-phase migration. These
empirical observations of rapid radionuclide migration contrast sharply with
predictions by Prudic (i 994) for Beatty and Ward Valley using Chloride Mass
Balance calculations.
Introduction
Proponents of the Ward Valley LLRW project have attempted through various theoretical
models and assumption-driven calculations to demonstrate that radioactivity buried in an arid
location such as the existing US Ecology facility at Beatty, Nevada, or the proposed site at Ward
Valley will assertedly take tens of thousands of years to migrate through the vadose zone. These
models and calculations are dependent upon a long list of controversial assumptions: that there
is an upward gradient at the sites, that matric potential and other soil parameters needed as inputs
for the calculations have been accurately measured, that heterogeneities in the soil profiles can be
effectively ignored, that all watet movement in the unsaturated zones in question can be
accurately described with a simple piston-flow displacement model and that thete aren't potential
bypass modes such as preferred pathways or mobile!L=obile phases of soil watet, that (in the
case of the chloride mass balance approach) chloride deposition rates over the last 50,000 years
are well known and can be estimated from measurements taken in the current period far from the
location in question, and so on.
The problem, of course, is that models mayor may not accurately represent what occurs
in the field. Furthermore, they are only as good as the input assumptions upon which they are
based, and the input assumptions at wotk here are untested and heavily disputed. Leaving aside
for the moment the question of the serious problems with the measurements (e.g., thermocouple
psychrometer readings) upon which US Ecology attempts to rely, at base what exists is an almost
theological dispute. By that we mean that advocates of the proposition that there is essentially no
deep percolation in arid zones and that what does infiltrate migrates only over tens of millennia
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are being strongly challenged by skeptics, but the former belief is based to a significant degree
on faith (i.e., theory). True, there are serious arguments that can be advanced to support the
theory, as there are to challenge it, but theory it remains. The evolution of science, however,
makes clear that theories change or are abandoned over time as more data are obtained, or as
intellectual fashions in a particular field shift.
HazardouslRadjoactive Waste Disposal HjStory One of Optimistic Initial Models
Subsequently Abandoned After Facilities Fail
Indeed, this pattern of the promulgation of optimistic theory and the necessity
subsequently to abandon the theory when events in the real world tragically disproved it, has
been at the root of the troubled history of toxic low-level radioactive waste disposal in this
country. The State of California approved the Stringfellow Acid Pits based on the fact that
annual evaporation exceeded annual precipitation; 15 years later groundwater contamination was
extensive and spreading, and now a court has saddled the state with a cleanup bill approaching
$800 million due to inadequate review when it first approved the project (Environment Week,
1992). During much of the 1950s and 1960s, radioactive waste was dumped in 55 gallon oil
drums off the east and west coasts of the United States, on the assumption that the drums would
contain the radioactive materials until they had decayed and that should any be released, it would
be dispersed. In the mid-1970s, however, subsequent studies found that many of the barrels were
already corroding and breached, releasing radioactivity; and that the radioactivity adsorbed onto
bottom sediments where they were ingested by bottom-dwelling organisms which in tum were
subsequently consumed by higher species, concentrating radionuclides up the food chain
(cf. Davis, 1982). Monitoring was so inefficient that responsible agencies lost track of even the
locations of something on the order of half of the ocean dump sites (Hirsch, 1981).
Initial predictions for US Ecology's LLRW facility at Sheffield, Illinois, were that it
would safely contain the radioactive waste for millennia; within IS years of opening, the facility
had failed and had to be closed after extensive radionuclide migration and contamination
resulting from the failure to adequately characterize the site beforehand (failure to identify sand
lenses and their capability of acting as fast-track migration pathways) and reliance on models that
eventually were found to have substantially underestimated travel times (U.S. Congress, 1976).
US Ecology's LLRW facility at Maxey Flats similarly failed, when radionuclides such as tritium
and plutonium were found to have migrated offsite in as little as a decade despite initial
predictions such migration would take many thousands of years (Shrader-Frechette, 1992); the
failure to consider the effects of complexing agents on increased mobility and decreased soil
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retention were among the causes identified (Cleveland and Rees, 1981; Weiss and Czyscinski,
1981; Fowler and Polzer, 1988).
The history of the heavily contaminated Department of Energy nuclear complex strongly
reinforces this same theme - initial optimistic models predicting extremely slow travel times
proved by experience to be tragically wrong, as radioactive wastes have contaminated vast areas,
with clea'1/JP costs estimated on the order of $155 billion (U.S. Congress. 1991; U.S. Department
of Energy. 1991). As the National Research Council (1989, p. 37) noted in its evaluation,
"Vinually every facility in the weapons complex has some amount of environmental
contamination within its boundaries while many also have some contamination outside the
boundaries...
Models are transient, changing, readily abandoned. Radioactive contamination is, in
human temlS at least, permanent, and abandonment of aquifers or land are considerably more
costly than subsequent abandonment of a model that turned out to be a mistake. Mistaken
models can thus be extremely costly to the human enterprise and the environment in general.
Best Evidence: Has Radioactivity Migrated at Arid Sites?
It should be remembered that in the case at hand, the models and theory-based

calculations are all designed to answer only one question: Can the radioactive materials
proposed to be buried in unlined trenches at Ward Valley reach groundwater or the surface prior
to having decayed away? The best evidence to answer that question is not the theoretical models
advanced by facility proponents. Theories are, after all, merely hypothesis. Science is not the
promulgation of theory - that is merely the first step. The core of science is the testing of
hypothesis against hard evidence obtained from controlled experimentation.
The best evidence is thus, by definition, not theoretical models but actual data. The best
data for the question at hand are those that indicate whether there has been, at arid LLRW sites,
radioactive migration faster than predicted by the optimistic models of the Ward Valley project
proponents. US Ecology (1990) has conceded that it has had troubles at its now-closed eastern
LLRW sites involving radioactive contamination but assens its facilities located in arid western
sites (Richland, Washington, and Beatty, Nevada) have been free of such difficulties. The
problems its facilities have experienced, US Ecology assens, are due neither to its reliance on a
design involving no containment (i.e., unlined trenches) nor its own track record, but rather
location in humid climates (Kentucky and lllinois).
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Furthennore, US Ecology has said that its Beatty site can be relied upon as an analog for
Ward Valley; indeed, the company has used inftltration estimates from Beatty for its computer
model for Ward Valley (License Application, Appendix, p. A-II - A-12). Prudic (1994) has
based his conclusion that it would take more than 50,000 years for radioactive material to
migrate to a depth of 30 meters beneath the Ward Valley site on chloride mass balance
calculations he has applied identically to both the Beatty and Ward Valley sites. The best
evidence of whether he may be right would be to examine whether and how far radioactive
material from the Beatty waste trenches has indeed migrated and compare that to his assertion,
based on his chloride mass balance (CMB) calculations, that no movement of moisture has
occurred beneath 10 meters for 15,000 years and that before that time the migration rate was only
0.2 centimeter per year (Prudic, 1994, p. 18). Evaluating actual radioactive migration at Beatty
would be a good test of his even more dramatic assertions regarding the Ward Valley site, of
migration rates of a mere 2-3 centimeters (cm) per 1,000 years (Prudic, 1994, p. 18).
The chloride mass balance technique utilized by Prudic is handicapped by the
fundamental fact of chemistry that stable chloride is by definition stable (i.e., it does not decay,
so its age cannot be determined by measuring how many half-lives have elapsed). A radioactive
isotope, in contrast, in essence carries with it a clock by which its age can be directly measured.
Techniques based on stable chloride are further handicapped, because stable chlorine has
been in existence since the earliest history of the earth, as opposed to artificial radionuclides
whose existence or abundance is due to recent human activity, for example, nuclear weapons
testing or wastes from nuclear reactors. Such artificial tracers carry an additional "clock" with
them, as their time of origin is more or less known (e.g., 1945 or thereafter for A-bomb fallout,
1952 or thereafter for H-bomb fallout, 1962 or thereafter for wastes migrating from co=ercial
LLRW sites). Reliance on such artificially-produced tracers makes direct estimates of travel
times possible without resort to theoretical calculations highly dependent on input assumptions
and the unproven validity of the model itself. l

1 II is for this reason that the mtium found beneath Ward Valley is of such significance. That mourn carries with il
ilS own clock. Given the 12.3 year half-life of mourn, and pre-bomb mtium concentrations in precipitation thaI
should be less than the 7111s currently measured there in atmosphere moislure, il musl have taken something on the
order of three half-lives, or -35 years, 10 !ravel thaI distance. IT the tritium is from bomb fallout, the same time
period is al work, as the firsllhermonuclear bombs were detonated in the early 19505, aboul35 years before the
tritium measuremenlS were made al Ward Valley.
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The simplest, and most imponanltest of the assertions of project proponents thus would
be to examine US Ecology's other arid sites as to whether there is any evidence of radionuclide
migration at those facilities. Of course, those sites have been operating for only a relatively
shon time (-30 years) and the migration times of concern are far longer, given the longevity of
many of the radionuclides buried. Thus, the absence of evidence of migration might not be
determinative of the larger question, but its presence would be.
Evidence of Radionuclide Migration at BeatlV
Depth to groundwater at US Ecology's Beatty site is 85 to lIS meters and mean annual
precipitation is approximately the same at Beatty as at Ward Valley, 12.8 cm for the former and
11.7 cm for the latter (Prudic, 1994, p. 2). Prudic estimates that there has been no movement of
water beneath 9 meters of the surface in 20,000 years and a downward percolation rate of
0.2 centimeters per year below that depth, although he assens that that rate was probably only
applicable about 20,000 years ago and current percolation rates would be even lower. Taking
that rate as the current rate, however, it would take 35,000 years to travel 70 meters, the
minimum depth to groundwater from the deepest Beatty waste trench, IS meters deep
[Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors (CRCPD), 1994, p. 4-8]. Clearly, if
Prudic's CMB assumptions and calculations are correct, there should be absolutely no radioactive
material from the Beatty waste trenches in groundwater at the site, at least not for another
35,000 years.
During his presentation before the

AS-NRC Ward Valley panel in July 1994, Prudic did

not volunteer that there were groundwater contamination data from Beatty that called into
question the model and calculations he was presenting. Upon repeated questioning by the panel,
he eventually conceded that samples taken from a well drilled by USGS downgradient of the
LLRW site were positive for tritium.
Well MR-3 was drilled in 1987 and sampled for the first and only time in August 1989,
showing levels of 12.2 ± 1.9 and 6.4 ± 1.9 pCi/L (Prudic, 1993a; 1993b). This was part of a
United States Geological Survey (USGS) program collecting data on groundwater quality near
the Beatty LLRW site; six wells were sampled in 1989 (including the one that tested positive for
tritium, well MR-3) and four separate wells were sampled in 1992 (Prudic, 1993b, p.

'1.

Prudic speculated (1993a, Table 4 - 1989) that the positive finding for tritium, which was
confumed by replicate analysis, might have been caused by remnant drilling fluid. Th;, is
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unlikely, as he himself noted that more than 2,000 gallons of water had been pumped from the
well immediately prior to sampling, and the sampling itself occurred two years after drilling. In
addition, it is unclear why this problem would assertedly manifest itself only in this well, when
there were other wells also monitored within 2 years of drilling (wells 600, 604, and WOOl).
The more reasonable interpretation that the tritium finding is valid is supported both by
the fact that it was confirmed by replicate analysis and by noting the location of the well in which
the tritium was found compared to those in which it was not found. Of the wells monitored by
Prudic in his review, only MR-3, the one in which tritium was found, was directly downgradienr

of the radioactive waste facility. Eight were upgradient of the LLRW facility, and one (WOOl)
was off to the side. Only MR-3 was downgradient of the LLRW site. (See map from
Prudic, 1993a, on p. 7 of this report.)2 If one were going to find radioactive contamination, it
would be in MR-3, which is indeed precisely where it was found. The other wells, upgradient,
serve as controls, demonstrating that the tritium found in MR-3 appears tied to the waste facility.
Upon repeated prodding by the NAS-NRC panel, Prudic conceded there was other
evidence of radioactive contamination having reached groundwater at Beatty, in addition to his
own measurements discussed above. After many years in which there were no monitoring
wells, either on the LLRW site or downgradient from it, in 1982 US Ecology drilled two wells on
the LLRW site itself, one (301) just inside the upgradient boundary and one (302) just inside the
downgradient boundary (see map on p.7). From the time of the opening of the LLRW facility in
1962 until wells 301 and 302 were added, only the site supply well was monitored3 (CRCPD,
1994, p. 4-15). The site well is in the buffer zone outside the LLRW facility boundary and
upgradient of it (see map).
The very first sample taken from the new downgradient well (302) found extremely
elevated tritium levels - 410,000 ± 10,000 pCi/L (Administrative Record, 1993, p. 123-00190123-(0191). This is more than 20 times the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Safe
Drinking Water standard for tritium4 (EPA, 1976, p. 155) and 200 times the Beatty facility's
2 Prudic monitored the site well, and wells MW 313. 314, 315, 316. 600. 604, 311. WOOl, as well as MR-3.
(pruclic. 1993a). It is clifficultto understand the purpose of sampling wells almost all of which are upgraclienL of the
facility one is auempt to monitor.
3 Again, it is clifficult to comprehend how a LLRW facility could be effectively monitored for such a long period via
only well. one that was not even on the LLRW site and which was upgraclient of it.
4 A higher standard employed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for tritium in effluents from nuclear
facilities (10 CF 20 Appenclix B) is sometimes cited for comparison purposes. but the more restrictive EPA standard
is controlling for concentrations in water supplies.
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action level (CRCPD, 1994, p. 4-10). Tritium was also found in upgradient well 301, but in
levels generally considerably lower than those found in the downgradient well. The discovery of
tritium contamination via the opening of the new wells led to increased frequency of monitoring.
Tritium continued to be found in the wells, at significant levels, month after month, although the
concentration appeared to decline over the next two years. The data are reproduced in Table 1.
Prudic (l993b, p. 2) says that well 302 "reportedly" went dry in August 1983 and has
been dry since that time, however it is clear from the data that measurements of groundwater
continued through the end of January 1985, so if the well went dry, it would appear to have
occurred after January 1985. Fischer (1992, p. 7) reports well 302 as dry in December 1988. In
any case, the available data indicate elevated tritium in the downgradient well (302) for virtually
all of the more than 2-year period, 1982 through 1985, for which data are available, as well as
lower but still significant tritium levels in upgradient well 301 on half a dozen occasions during
the 1 1/2 years for which measurements are available for it.
The California Department of Health Services (DHS) has dismissed the tritium findings,
claiming they were "greater up-gradient than down-gradient," that the readings allegedly
occurred only in 1983, and that "there was no recurrence" (DHS, 1993, p. 27). In particular,
DHS has stated, "There has been no tritium detected in Beatty wells in 1991 or the recent past."
As we have shown above, and will show in more detail below, each of these assertions is
incorrect. The tritium findings were repeated samples, essentially monthly, from 1982 into the
end of 1984. There is no evidence of subsequent measurements showing no tritium from 1985
on; in fact, Prudic and Fischer claim the downgradient well went dry, and when USGS put in a
new well downgradient, quite near well 302, the only measurements from it, in 1989, were also
positive for tritium. Furthermore, as shall be shown below, in addition to Prudic's measurement
in well MR3 in 1989, other measurements at Beatty found elevated readings 100 times higher
than Prudic's in 1989 and, in 1991 as well. Lastly, the well (302) with the very high tritium
readings from 1982 through 1984 was downgradient, not upgradient as DHS asserted (see map,
above), precisely where one would most expect elevated levels. The well downgradient from the
LLRW trenches was an order of magnitude higher than the well on the upgradient portion of the
facility, a clear indication that the contamination was indeed coming from the trenches. DHS
does say that investigations by US Ecology and the State of Nevada were "not able to ascertain
the specific cause" of the contamination (DHS, 1993, p. 27).
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Table 1. Beatty, evada, Well Water Sampling Results
HUJ.
301

*
*
*
*
*

302

*

Source:

Date Sampled

*
*
*

Tritium

pCl/L

6-28-82
9-09-82
10-26-82
2-03-83
3-03-83
3-30-83
3-30-83
4-01-83
1-11-83
1-11-83
1-11-83
8-02-83
8-22-83
9-02-83
9-30-83
10-21-83
11-30-83
12-21-83
1-26-84

0.0 ± 1,000
24,000 ± 1,000
< 1. 000
200 ± 10
< 2,000
< 200
< 200
< 200
< 200
< 220
< 200
o ± 200
500
500
500
300 ± 200
< 200
0 ± 200
0 ± 200

10-26-82
2-03-83
3-03-83
3-11-83
3-30-83
3-30-83
4-01-83
5-03-83
5-03-83
6-03-83
6-29-83
1-11-83
1-11-83
8-02-83
8-22-83
9-30-83
10-21-83
11-30-83
12-21-83
1-26-84
3-02-84
4-14-84
5-31-84
6-29-84
1-31-84
8-30-84
9-21-84
10-30-84
11-30-84
12-28-84
1-31-85

410,000 ± 10,000
48,900 ± 3,000
65,200 ± 6,520
50,100
30,100
31,000
30,000
46,700

41,000 ± 2,000
13,000 ± 600
11,000 ± 600
10,000
18,200 ± 900
13,200 ± 100
< 500
2,800 ± 150
5,800 ± 300
4,200 ± 200
3,000 ± 300
3,600 ± 200
2,900 ± 100
2,100 ± 200
1. 600 ± 200
1,000 ± 200
1,000 ± 200
1,400 ± 200
800 ± 200
500 ± 200
300 ± 200
500 ± 200
o ± 200

Ann,] yzer

Eberline
Eberlin.
Teledyne
Teledyne
Teledyne
EAL

USGS
USGS
USGS

EPA
EAL
EAL

CEP
CEP
CEP
EAL
EAL
EAL

EAL
Eberline
Teledyne
Teledyne

EPA
USGS
USGS
USGS

EPA
EAL
EAL
EAL
EAL
EAL
EAL
CEP

CEP
EAL
EAL
EAL
EAL
EAL
EAL
EAL
EAL

EAL
EAL
EAL
EAL

EAL
EAL
EAL

Samples collected and analyzed by OS Ecology contractor.
Rest of samples collected by State and analyzed by different
agencies or contractors.
Ward Valley Administrative Record. 123-00190 to 123-00191.
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There have been suggestions that the contamination found in the groundwater during the
1982-1984 period may have been due to sabotage by a disgruntled employee. While this is not a
panicularly comforting an explanation - as sabotage is a mechanism for radionuc1ide transfer to
and contamination of groundwater not considered in any environmental impact or safety review
for either the Beatty or Ward Valley projects - the evidence makes such an explanation highly
unlikely. First of all, as will be shown below, similar contamination was found in other wells
before (in 1979 and 1980) and after (1985, 1989, and 1991) (CRCPD, 1994, p. 4-16; Prudic
1993a). Second, contamination was found in both the upgradient and downgradient wells, and
far greater in the downgradient one. Third, the suggestion that well 302 was a dry hole and water
strangely appeared in it for a time (Prudic, 1993b, p. 2), water that turned out to be contaminated,
before becoming dry again, cannot explain the dropping concentrations of tritium in the well.
The amount of water in the well could perhaps drop, if it was originally a dry hole and someone
had poured contaminated water in it, but the concentration of tritium in that water should remain
essentially constant over the two years of measurements. Prudic (1993b, p. 2-3) agrees that the
drop in concentration eliminates the sabotage possibility as a reasonable explanation.
The 12.3 year half-life of tritium cannot explain the drop in concentration in Well 302
from 410,000 pCi/L on October 26,1982, to 47,000 pCi/L in May 1983, not to 1,400 pCi/L in
August 1984. Tritium leaking from panicular degrading waste packages from the waste
trenches, migrating down to groundwater, and then traveling downgradient in the aquifer can
readily explain the data, and is in fact the only reasonable explanation. The data present a picture
of a contamination front passing the monitoring well, with tailing concentrations traveling
behind. Subsequent releases from the trenches can have the same effect, and the measurements
of elevated tritium before and after the 1982-1984 fIndings paint the same picture - a leaking
facility, with leachate reaching and contaminating the groundwater beneath it.
Indeed, despite US Ecology's efforts at the NAS-NRC Ward Valley panel meeting in
June to explain the tritium fIndings away as potential sabotage, its monitoring reports for Beatty
conclude that the most probable cause for the presence of tritium in ground water is migration
down to the ground water from the disposed waste (CRCPD, p. 4-15 and 4-34, citing US
Ecology's annual monitoring reports).
It may be argued by Ward Valley/Beatty defenders that the tritium somehow reached the
groundwater 300 feet below the surface via gas phase migration and is not indicative of potential
solute travel. It is essentially impossible to show a mechanism for gas phase migration that
would result in tritium concentrations in groundwater 300 feet below, 20 years after the facility
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opened, resulting in levels of over 400,000 pCilL. Furthennore, as will be discussed below,
elevated gross alpha, gross beta, and cobalt-6Q levels in groundwater demonstrate that the
contamination is not just by tritium but by other radionuclides that cannot travel as a gas and
must travel as a solute.
On November 21, 1984, the Nevada Department of Human Resources (State of Nevada,
1984) cited US Ecology for violating its license, in particular the requirement "that when the
concentrations of radioactive material in water samples are found to be above action levels
(30 picocuries per liter for alpha and 90 picocuries per liter for beta) the Division will be
notified." The citation stated:
Contrary to the above requirement, during this inspection it was learned
that the company had been notified on October 18, 1984 of analyses of
two water samples that had radioactive materials in concentrations above
the action levels and the Division had not been notified.
A 1987 inspection report by the State of Nevada noted that wells 301 and 302 "have shown
elevated levels of gross alpha and beta, and tritium in the past" (State of Nevada, 1987). The
gross alpha and beta contamination indicate solute contamination. Tritium alone could be
arguably vapor phase, but not elevated gross alpha and gross beta. 5
Additional Monitoring Data. Showing Repeated Contamination at Beatty - Alpha.
Beta. Cobalt-60 - in Groundwater. Unsaturated Zone Soil. and Offsite Vegetation
It is our understanding that the NAS-NRC Ward Valley panel, interested in learning
whether there is any further evidence of migration of wastes from the US Ecology facility at
Beatty, as a test of whether proffered models asserting no such migration could occur in arid
zones, has requested from US Ecology and various regulatory bodies all such monitoring data.
We understand lirtle if any such data have as yet been received. Indeed, US Ecology asserted at
the August meetings of the panel that all other monitoring data have shown no indication of any
radioactivity and that they would provide all the data.
We have just received new data, dated October of this year, su=arizing 30 years of
monitoring at Beatty (CRCPD, 1994). The data compilation was issued by the Conference of
5 Because of the very weak bela given off by tritium, and the analytic methods employed for gross bela scans,
tritium is not included in gross bela readings and is measured and reported separately.
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Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc., and prepared for it by the EG&G contractors at Idaho
Falls, Idaho, who run the National Low Level Radioactive Waste Management Program for the
Department of Energy. 6 CRCPD is the national organization of chiefs of state radiation
protection programs. The new data demonstrate far more clearly than previous information
presented to the

AS panel that radioactivity has migrated from the waste trenches at Beatty -

into groundwater beneath the site (vertical migration), soil in dry wells downgradient from the
site (lateral migration), and in vegetation (upward migration). The contaminants include tritium,
cobalt-60, and gross alpha and gross beta contamination, demonstrating that liquid-phase solute
transpon is involved. The new data present a long and consistent pattern - not an isolated
allegedly anomalous reading or two, as assened by Prudic and US Ecology at the meetings of the
NAS panel.
Table 2, su=arizing groundwater monitoring data for gross alpha, gross beta, and
tritium since Beatty opened, is taken from the CRCPD report, p. 4-16. For eighr separate years,
beginning as early as eight years after the facility first opened and continuing into the 1990s,
gross alpha activity in groundwater beneath the site exceeded the Action Levels set by US
Ecology and the State of Nevada, at times by more than a factor of 20. For seven separate years,
gross beta in groundwater exceeded Action Levels, at times by an order of magnitude.
Measurable tritium (in excess of 500 pCi/L) was found 8 our of rhe 13 years for which there are
data, ranging from 1,000 to 49,000 pCi/L.7 By contrast, current tritium levels in rainfall are
about 20-60 pCi/L. With tritium's 12.3 year half-life, no measurable tritium whatsoever should
be showing up in groundwater, let alone at these high concentrations, whether from rainfall or
leachate, if the Ward Valley proponents' were right that migration rates are on the order of
thousands or tens of thousands of years. Whereas US Ecology and Prudic at the NAS meetings
appeared to suggest there were just a couple of anomalous readings, the elevated tritium is
showing up most years for which there are data. Despite suggestions of sabotage being the cause
for the 1982-1984 readings, this report (p. 4-15 and 4-34), says US Ecology's own monitoring
reports have attributed the tritium in groundwater to "migration from the disposed waste."

6 The report was prepared by the "£-5 Commiuee" of the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc.
The "E-5 Commiuee" is the Waste Management Oversight Committee.
7 The authors of the CRCPD study (p. 4-15) reported the high tritium level found in 1982,410,000 pCi/L ±IO,OOO
pCi./L, in the text of their report but did not include it in their table on p. 4-16. Similarly, the highest 1983 reading
reported in the Administrative Record table on p. 123-00190 is 65,200 ± 6520, higher than the value reported in the
CRCPD report and with a far smaller error bar. The error margin given in the CRCPD report for the figure 49,000
± 29.000 appears to be an error, the Administrative Record table gives the value as 48,999 ± 3.000. Likewise. the
error margins reported in the Administrative Record table for 1984 are much smaller, e.g., 3,600 ± 300.
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Table 2. Gross alpha, gross beta, and tritium activity in groundwater, Beatty LLRW
facility, 1962-1992.

Year
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

Gross alpha'

Gross beta'

Tritium

pCiIL

pCiIL

pCiIL

3±2
no data
8±3
20±5
1O±5
1O±4
14± 5
6±3
--) 39 ± 7
no data
10±4
--) 46±7
16 ± 10
--) 47 ± 9
12±5
<3
3±2
10± 5
<5
21 ±7
--) 710 ± 183
--) 140±98
--) 63 ± 29
25± 18
15 ± 9
no data
--) 31 ± 11
20± 14
--) 78 ± 24
1O±6
7±3

54±4
no data
50±26
6O±31
6O±34
40±28
52±3
41 ± 41
--) 94 ± 30
no data
9±4
--) 549 ± 47
--) 132±77
--) 173 ±55
40±32
<30
<20
<20
10±4
31 ±4
--) 340 ± 49
--) 930 ± 150
--) 140± 24
26± 10
14±5
no data
10±3
30±23
63± 11
11 ±5
13±3

no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
--) 3,800 ± 1,100
•• 1,700 ± 900
0
--) 24,000 ± 1,000
--) 49,000 ± 29,000
--) 5,000 ± 4,000
•• 1,100 ±600
<500
no data
<500
•• 1,548 ± 508
<500
•• 1,079 ± 551
<500

Action Levels: gross alpha = 30.0 pCi/L; gross beta = 90.0 pCi/L; tritium = 2,000 pCi/L
a. Indicates ttighest value for each year.
--> Indicates Action Level exceeded. •• Indicates < Action Level but >1000 pCi/L H-3
Source: Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc., 1994, Environmental Monitoring Report for
Commercial Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Sites: Frankfort, KY, Conference of Radiation Control
Program Directors, Inc., p. 4-16.
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Vapor-phase migration is contradicted, both by the very high concentrations of tritium
found in groundwater and by the evidence of migration of soluble radionuc1ides as shown by the
repeated elevation of gross alpha and gross beta above action levels in groundwater. In addition,
cobalt-60 was found in sediment in groundwater taken from one of the monitoring wells .8
Coball-60 is an artificial isotope with a five-year half-life (in 50 to 100 years it decays to nonradioactive levels) and found in large amounts in low level radioactive waste, its presence is
likewise indicative of migration of leachate to groundwater since the facility opened in 1962.
Cobalt-60 has been found to migrate rapidly at other radioactive sites, particularly when in
chelated form (Means and others, 1978, Killey and others, 1984).
In Table 3, we have reprinted the soil sample data, which, until 1984, were taken
primarily from dry wells dug downgradientto monitor for possible lateral migration from the
trenches (CRCPD, 1994, p. 4-21 - 3). These dry wells were normally located downgradient of
the completed trenches and extended at least 10 feet below the established bottom of the trench.
Two additional dry wells were located downgradient of the site itself. Note that for four years,
gross alpha in the soil samples exceeded action levels. For six years, gross beta was in excess of
action levels. This suggests lateral subsurface flow in the unsaturated zone, a matter raised by
the Wilshire group regarding Ward Valley (Wilshire and others, 1993,
p.3-7).
In September 1984, the State of Nevada eliminated the requirement for soil sampling of

the dry wells, in pan because most of the soil had been removed from the dry wells during the
years of sampling, leaving behind mainly rocks (CRCPD, 1994, p. 4-22). The fact that
subsequent to that time, action levels for soil have not been violated would appear to be resulting
primarily from the elimination of the requirement to continue sampling the dry wells where the
previous violations of action levels had been detected.
In Table 4, the table for vegetation sampling is reproduced (CRCPD, 1994, p. 4-27).

Gross beta limits were exceeded in vegetation in six different years.
8 The CRCPD report indicates that during some lime after the very etevated uitiurn readings were found, at least
during pan of 1985 and perhaps parts of t983 and/or 1984 (it is not clear from the text), gamma spectroscopy and
fluoroscopy were performed on the suspended fraction (as opposed to dissolved fraction) taken from the water
samples to aucmplto ascertain conuibution to gross alpha and gross beta levels resulting from naturally occurring
radionuctides. Action levels were not exceeded in 1985. Funhermore, it is not clear that the artificial radionuctides
of concern would be in the suspended fraction rather than the dissolved fraction. If rapid migration were resulting
from chelation, the complexed radionuclides would be primarily in the dissolved fraction and thus missed.
Additionally, gross alpha or gross beta levels would not f1uclUate, year to year, from 10% of the Action Level to 10
times the Action Level, if the sole source of activity were naturally occurring radionuctides.
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Table 3. Soil sample analysis - Beatty LLW Site.
Gross alpha"
Year

pCilgrn

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

no data
no data
no data
1.9 ± 0.63
2.7 ± 1.2
1.7 ± 0.64
2.94±0.41
9.5± 3.7
no data
8.9± 3.8
13 ± 5
6±3
18.2± 8.2
~ 64±15
~ 42±7.7
20± 6.1
18 ± 6
~ 31± 13
23 ± 6.1
~ 32±9.8
25±6
24±7
25±7
16±3
10.2 ± 1.6
1.HO.3
5.7 ± 1.1
9.3 ± 2.5 (wet)
12.8 ± 3 (dry)
3.5 ± 1.0 (dry)
5.4 ± 2.7 (dry)

Gross beta"
pCi/gm
no data
no data
no data
72±4.4
73 ± 5.3
3.5 ± 0.34
5.03 ±0.57
37 ±4.1
no data
80±4.9
~ 108±32
~ 110±40
~ 253.6± 111
~ 614±60
~ 257±28
60±24
60±24
80 ± 3.1
~ 90±16
6O± 15
66± 18
79±4
52± 1.5
40± 17
9.6± 1.0
7.0±0.8
6.6±0.9
21.5 ± 1.3 (wet)
51.5 ± 7 (dry)
22.0 ± 1.3 (dry)
28.4 ± 2.3 (dry)

Action Levels: gross alpha = 30.0 pCi/gm; gross beta = 90.0 pCi/gm
a. Indicates highest value for each year.

~

Source: CRCPD, 1994, p. 4-23
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Indicates Action Level exceeded.

Beatty LLW Site.

Table 4. Vegetation sample analysis
Year
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

Gross alpha"
pCi/gm
0.73±0.32
no data
no data
0.13±0.04
0.9 ±0.45
0.39±0.22
0.16±0.04
0.17 ± 0.12
no data
0.19 ± 0.16
1.4 ± 1.0
0.36±0.32
3.8 ± 4.1
3.49± 2.2
9±3
0.3±0.OO6
0.7 ± 0.03
0.7 ± 0.6
2.4 ± 1
9±4
2.4±2
6±3
6.3 ± 1.8
7.2± 1.3
0.8±0.2
5.3± 2.7
3.2±0.4
0.6 ± 0.2 (dry)
3.1 ± 2.4 (dry)
0.5 ± 0.2 (dry)
11.4 ± 2.3 (dry)

Gross beta"
pCi/gm
-7 126±3.1
no data
no data
21 ± 0.5
-7 110±5.4
8.0± 0.4
13.3 ±0.2
31.3 ±0.27
no data
2.8 ±0.3
-7722±35
27.2± 3
-7 420± 110
-7146±30
-7220±20
39.6 ± 14.5
36.9±9
29.3 ±4.2
50 ± 5.1
17.6 ± 1.4
30±4.9
55.7 ±4.9
15.5 ± 2.3
16± 1
5.8±0.2
77.6±2.5
10 ± 0.3
65.5 ± 8.1 (dry)
16.3 ± 3.6 (dry)
5.9 ± 0.3 (dry)
48.9 ± 2.8 (dry)

Action Levels: gross alpha = 30.0 pCi/gm; gross beta = 90.0 pCi/gm
a. Indicates highest value for each year.

-7

Indicates Action Level exceeded.

Source: Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc., 1994, Environmental
Monitoring Report for Co=ercial Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Sites: Frankfort,
KY: Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc., p. 4-27
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Table 5 reproduces tritium readings for vegetation for one time period, March 1982,
taken from outside the facility boundary (CRCPD, 1994, page 4-30). The readings are
extraordinary - up to 1000 pCilml. (These readings are questioned in the repon as "not readily
explained." Split samples with the State of

evada resulted in widely divergent readings, with

US Ecology saying they may possibly be related to chemiluminescence.)

Table 5. Tritium and gamma spectroscopy analysis of vege.tation samples (March 1982).a
Location

Analysis

200 ft. southeast of south fence in dry wash

240 ft. southeast of south fence in dry wash

300 ft. southeast of south fence in dry wash

400 ft. southeast of south fence in dry wash

320 ft. south of south fence, NE

320 ft. south of south fence, SE

320 ft. south of south fence, SW

320 ft. south of south fence,

rw

Concentration

H-3

34±2 pCi/ml

Cs-137

I ± 0.4 pCi/gm

H-3

1,000 ± 100 pCilml

Cs-137

1.5 ± 0.6 pCi/gm

H-3

630 ± 10 pCilml

Cs-137

1.4 ± 0.5 pCi/gm

H-3

340 ± 10 pCi/ml

Cs-137

0.9 ± 0.5 pCi/gm

H-3

6OpCi/ml

Cs-137

0.8 ± 0.3 pCi/gm

H-3

170 ± 10 pCi/ml

Cs-137

1.5 ± 0.4 pCi/gm

H-3

IS ± I pCi/ml

Cs-137

0.5 ± 0.3 pCi/gm

H-3

11 ± 1 pCilml

Cs-137

1.3 ± 0.4 pCi/gm

a. Data for other years are not available.
So~e: .Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc., 1994, Environmental
MODltonng Repon for Con;unercial Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Sites: Frankfon,
KY: Conference of Radiauon Control Program Directors, Inc.
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Lastly, even the direct gamma exposures measured by thermoluminescent dosimeters
CIT,Ds) above the surface at the site fenceline are remarkable, measuring up

to

1,140 mrem per

quarter, or about forty times background (CRCPD, 1994, p. 4-31).
Discussion
When Prudic gave his presentation to the NAS-NRC Ward Valley panel about Beatty and
his models supposedly demonstrating that no migration of radionuclides was possible at the site
- and by implication, any similarly arid site - it was unfortunate that he did not volunteer the best
possible data for assessing his assertions, actual measurements of leachate reaching groundwater.
Similarly, it is unfortunate that his recent paper on the subject (Prudic, 1994) is likewise silent on
the subject and that he hasn't published his own findings of tritium in groundwater at Beatty.
Even when the NAS-NRC panel tried diplomatically to extract from him information about such
data, he was reluctant to disclose it. Unfortunately, these data now appear to be but the tip of the
iceberg.
It now appears that there is ample evidence of radionuclide migration from the
US Ecology trenches at Beatty to groundwater 300 feet below, migration that must be in the
liquid phase. This contradicts the claims of Ward Valley proponents, including Prudic, that
water basically does not move in the vadose zone in arid locations, and raises very serious
questions about his theoretical chloride mass balance calculations, based on idealized model
assumptions (e.g., pure piston flow, uniform and well-known chloride deposition rates over long
times). Prudic's chloride paper (1994) asserts moisture movement at Beatty of only a millimeter
per year and even less than that at Ward Valley, purportedly taking tens of thousands of years to
travel 10 meters - yet radioactive waste has reached groundwater at Beatty, 100 meters below the
surface, within ten years of the facility opening.
Theoretical models have their place, but it is data that matters. Models are merely to help
us assess whether radioactive material can migrate at appreciable rates in conditions of arid
climates. The best possible answer to that question would be not models, but actual
measurements of whether radioactive materials have reached groundwater. The Beatty
radiological monitoring data make clear not only that it can happen, but that it already has
happened. 9 In science, Theory must defer to Fact.

9 A discussion of new evidence about conuunination at US Ecology's Richland LLRW site is found in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX A
NEW EVIDENCE OF CONTAMINATION OF THE VADOSE ZONE
AT THE US ECOLOGY LLRW SITE IN RICHLAND, WASHINGTON
We have recently obtained data showing elevated tritium levels (-400,000 pCilL) in soil
pore water from the vadose zone beneath US Ecology's Richland LLRW facility, strongly
suggesting rapid migration in that arid site as well. Claims have repeatedly been made about
Richland, similar to the claims regarding Beatty and Ward Valley, that because average annual
pan evaporation potential so exceeds average annual precipitation (-6 inches at Richland), there
is essentially no infiltration and recharge at the site. Those claims are in similar jeopardy as a
result of vadose zone monitoring just completed.
In November 1991, US Ecology installed three wells into the unsaturated zone at its
LLRW facility at Richland, located in the semi-arid region of eastern Washington State, as part
of a two-year research project conducted at the request of the Washington State Department of
Health. Vadose Well (VW) #101 was installed in the vicinity of waste trenches 4 and 5, and
VW-I02 was placed near trenches 10 and llA. A background well (VW-loo) was placed away
from the disposal areas in the northwest comer of the site. A map identifying the locations of the
two monitoring vadose wells and of the background control vadose well follows, as well as a
completion log for VW-loo (US Ecology, 1994a). The wells extended approximately 85 feet
below the surface. Silica gel packs were placed in a perforated cylinder into the bottom of the
well to absorb water vapor present in the vadose zone; the vadose well was then sealed off at
about the 45 foot depth (US Ecology, 1994a, p. 3; US Ecology 1994b, p. 5-141). (Potential
contamination from atmospheric moisture would not be a concern, as the monitored tritium
levels in the vadose wells were on the order of 400,000 pCi/L, about four orders of magnitude
higher than tritium in atmospheric moisture.) Silica gel packs were replaced quarterly and the
accumulated soil moisture was then monitored for tritium. Results for 1993 are reproduced in
Table A-I from US Ecology (1994b).
The reader will readily see that tritium concentrations in the vadose zone beneath the
waste trenches range as high as 4.5 x 104 11Ci!cc (450,000 pCilL), over 20 times the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Safe Drinking Water Level. The concentrations found
in the vadose zone near the burial locations average three orders of magnitude higher than at the
controllbackground location (see Figures A-I and A-2). The control location, located about

A-I

600 feet fanher from the burial trenches than the locations where the elevated tritium was found,
is nonetheless still in the middle of the U.S. Depanment of Energy (DOE) Hanford Reservation.
Therefore, the contamination found in the vadose zone near the US Ecology burial locations
cannot be coming from other operations at Hanford but must be coming from the US Ecology
waste trenches.
The vadose zone monitoring program was initiated at the request of the Washington
Department of Health in pan to verify markedly elevated tritium readings in vegetation at the
US Ecology site, in particular in vegetation growing on the trench caps. The State of
Washington concluded, after reviewing the vadose zone data and the vegetation data, that "there
was a correlation between the two" (Washington, 1993, p. 46). Thus, there is strong evidence
that tritium is migrating in substantial quantities both upwards to the surface and downward in
the vadose zone fairly deep below the waste trenches.

A-2

TABLE A-I. 1993 Vadose Zone Moniloring ResuHs From US Ecology Richland, Washinglon, LLnW Sile.

Vadose Zone Tritium Measurements
(Units of pCi/ce)
Localion

1Ilu.-

2!lllu.-

VWHIOO

1.44 ± 0.13 E-6

-2.23 ± 9.51 E-8

VW/#101

2.03 ± 0.01 E-4

VW/#102

4.50 ± 0.02 E-4

J.r:d~

~~

Avcl1lge

9.19±9.39E-8

3.77 ± 9.58 E-8

3.87±2.IOE-7

2.14±0.01 E-4

2.16 ± 0.01 £-4

2.39 ± 0.01 E-4

2.18±0.01 EA

4.22 ± 0.02 E-4

4.22 ± 0.01 E-4

4.05 ± 0.01 E-4

4.25 ± 0.02 E-4

>

'"

Source: Palmer, A.J., and Ledoux, M.R., 1994, Annual Environnlemal Monitoring Repon for Calendar Year 1993: US Ecology
Richland, Washinglon Low-Level Radioactive Wasle Dispos:l1 Facility: Richland. WA, US Ecology.
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A-6

THE PROPORTION OF WATER AS VAPOR AND
AS LIQUID IN WARD VALLEY SOIL

Jntroduction
The objective of these calculations is to estimate the relative amounts of water that exist
as vapor and as liquid in the unsaturated zone beneath the proposed Ward Valley low-level
radioactive waste disposal site.
Analvsis
Data from the licensing documents are: volumetric moisture content is approximately
7%1; the soil temperature is approximately 23' C (296 K)2; the soil porosity is 30%3; the vapor
pressure of water is 21.07 torr. 4 We use the common gas law, PV = nRT. One atmosphere of
pressure is 760 torr. The molecular weight of water is 18.016 glmo!. The gas constant R is
0.0821 L-aun/mol-K.
First we consider 1 L of saturated air in the soil, and calculate its water content.
PV
n =RT

=

21.07 torr

1 aim ) xl L

760 torr
0.0821 L x aim x 296 K
molxK

= 1.14 x 10-3 mol H 20

1.14 X 10-3 mol H,o (18.016 g) = 0.026 g H 2 0 vapor in 1 Lair
1 mol
This is the amount of water vapor in 1 liter of air under these conditions.

I Dames & Moore, Inc., 1994, Wilshire Repon Analysis, p. 5: Santa Ana, CA, Dames & Moore, Inc.
2 Seracuse, 1.M., Lappala, E.G., and Ohland, G.L., 1990, Supplemental Unsaturated Zone Data Repon, Vol. I,
California Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Project, Ward Valley, California, Figure 25 - Temperature and
Water Potential Versus Depth, Seasonal Plot (Administrative Record, p. 128-00278): Tustin, CA, Harding Lawson
Associates.
3 Ibid., Table II - Soil Characteristics ofWV-ISB·1 Soil Samples (Administrative Record, p. 128-00066); License
Application, Table 2420.B-7 and Table 6120A-8.
4 The vapor pressure (torr or other units) depends on temperature. See, e.g., Handbook of Chemistry and Physics
table on "Vapor Pressure of Water."
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ow we apply this result to 1 cubic meter (l,OOO L) of soil, using the porosity and
fraction by volume of the soil which is air:
30% void (porosity) = 1,000 Lx 0.30 = 300 L
7% liquid H 2 0 (by volume) = 1,000 Lx 0.07 = 70 L
Air volume = 300 L - 70 L = 230 L
230 L

(0.020~~ H 2

0) = 4.74 g H 0as vapor in I m' of soil at 23°C
2

This is the amount of water present as vapor in 1 cubic meter of soil.
The ratio of the amount of water as liquid to the amount as vapor is:
70 L liquid H 2 0 (1,000 g
1L
Ratio =
4.74 g H2 0 as vapor

= 14,800 units of liquid
1 unit of vapor

Conclusion
There are about 15,000 times more water molecules in the liquid phase than residing as
vapor in the unsaturated zone beneath the Ward Valley site. While the rate of migration may be
faster as a gas than as a liquid, the flux of water in the vapor is very much smaller owing to the
great density difference between the phases. The molecules of water vapor may move relatively
quickly, but that cannot compensate for the fact that for every molecule in the gas phase there are
15,000 molecules of liquid. Measurable tritium concentrations in soil moisture at 100 feet
beneath the surface seem very unlikely to have resulted from vapor migration, in part because of
the 1: 15,000 ratio of vapor to liquid in the soil.
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QUESTION: WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT
THE FINDI G OF TRITIUM IN THE U SATURATED ZONE
BENEATH WARD VALLEY IS SPURIOUS?
Background
US Ecology found measurable tritium in samples of soil pore water taken at different
depths in different locations beneath the proposed Ward Valley radioactive waste disposal site.
Of the 14 measurements taken, only one measured zero within an error probability of one sigma.
Four measurements were taken at approximately 100' beneath ground surface. The one finding
of zero tritium was discovered at this depth, the rest being positive for tritium. The finding of
measurable tritium at depth, in concentrations one-seventh that at the surface, given the l2.3-year
half-life of tritium, indicated that tritiated water had migrated at least 100' downward in a few
decades. This in

turn

called into question the transport model of project proponents, which

predicted migration rates on the order of thousands of years (e.g., see US Ecology Interrogatory
Response No. 0600A6151.1.7).
If the transport model employed by US Ecology were right, or if the assumptions made
by Prudic (1994) of very low (mm/yr) migration rates were right, there should be no measurable
tritium at any of these locations, all well below the root zone. Gas phase migration is extremely
unlikely to be able to get sufficient flux to these depths (see accompanying analysis, "The
Proportion of Water as Vapor and Liquid in Ward Valley Soil"). Thus the discovery of tritium
beneath the site of the proposed Ward Valley facility is of substantial importance.
During the discussion of these fmdings at the
Panel meeting in

ational Academy of Science Ward Valley

eed1es, Califomia, one of the panel members asked whether the reported error

rate represented one or two sigma. When informed that the values were one-sigma, a question
arose about the statistical reliability of the finding of tritium beneath the site. That issue is
readily resolved via the following treatment.

Questions
Question Qne: What is the likelihood that all of the positive tritium measurements are
spurious? Question Two: What is the likelihood that the three positive tritium measurements at
100' beneath ground surface are spurious?

Tritium Results for Unsaturated Zone Soil Pore Water

Sample Depth
(feet)

Tritium Value*
(Tritium Units)

Date

Air
Piezometer

6/26/89
6/26/89
6nJ89
6/6/89

GB-I
GB-I
GB-l
GB-I

21.5
35.0
60.0
99.5

-0.01 +/- 0.58

5/6/89
5nJ89
5nJ89

GB-4
GB-4
GB-4

16.5
58.0
99.7

5.60 +/- 0.37
1.37 +/- 0.49
1.02 +/- 0.33

6/2/89
6/3/89
6/4/89

GB-4
GB-4
GB-4

16.5
58.0
99.7

6.00 +/- 0.72
1.15 +/- 0.66
1.18 +/- 0.54

6/24/89
6/23/89
6/23/89
6/16/89

GB-6
GB-6
GB-6
GB-6

18.5
33.0
59.0
99.7

3.94 +/- 0.73
2.07 +/- 0.89
1.38 +/- 0.62
1.66 +/- 0.39

1.39 +/- 0.57
1.72 +/- 0.51
0.74 +1- 0.41

Air Moisture Sample 6.91 +/- 1.03
*Note: +\-values indicate the amount of accuracy associated with the tritium
value.
Source: US Ecology License Application, Table 2420.B-IO.

Analyses
These questions can be answered through binomial probability analyses (see, e.g.,
Johnson, 1980, pp. 188-197). The fIrst step in answering Question One is to calculate the
binomial coefficient, which is used to calculate the number of ways that exactly x "successes"
can occur in a set of n trials. This is done using the formula:

(n)x

n'

x!(n-x)!

where n = the number of trials, and x = the number of "correct" or "successful" occurrences.
(Note that for this analysis, since we are testing to see if the assumption that there is no tritium
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beneath Ward Valley is correct, a "correct" or "successful" occurrence would be when the
measured tritium was within one sigma of zero.) Thus,

The next step is to determine the probability of only one measurement within one sigma
of zero tritium beneath Ward Valley if, in reality, there is no tritium beneath Ward Valley. This
determination is made using the binomial probability function:
If, for a binomial experiment, p is the probability of success and q is the
probability of a failure on a single trial, then the probability P(x) that there will be
exactly x successes in n trials is
P(x) = (:} p' .q'-' for x = 0,1,2, ... ,n

For both questions, since the associated error was identified as one sigma, the probability
of a correct measurement is 68.26%. Accordingly, the probability of an incorrect measurement
is 1 - p, or 31.74%. Thus, for Question One,
p(I)=cn·(0.6826)1'(0.3174)14-1

= 14· 0.6826· 3.32 x 10-7
=3.17xl0";;
Thus, rhere is less rhan a four-in-a-million chance rhar only 1 of rhe 14 rririum
measuremenrs came our ro be zero (i.e., wirhin one sigma of zero)

if all ofrhe rririum

measuremenrs should have been zero.

To answer Question Two, a similar analysis can be performed:

(:)=(;)=
P(I) =

(;l

1!(44~1)! =4

(0. 6826y . (0.3174)'-1
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= 4·0.6826· 0.031975752024
=0.0873

Thus, there is less than a 9% chance that the three positive tritium readings ar 100'
benearh ground surface ar Ward Valley were spurious.
This analysis can be expanded to assess the probability of spurious tritium findings with
an error rate of two sigma (i.e., when p = 0.9544 and q = 0.456). Only 3 of the 14 tritium
measurements are within two sigma of zero. The probability of 11 spurious readings with a two
sigma error would be:

(;)-c:)- 3!(1~4~3)!
P(3) =

c:}

364

(0.9544)3. (0.0456)'4-3

= 364.0.8693·1. 77 x 1O-1s
= 5.61 X 10-13

Thus, for a fWO sigma analysis, there is less than Olle chance ill a trillion thar all of the
positive tritium readings beneath Ward Valley were spurious.
Conclusion
The probability, with 13 of 14 samples positive for tritium at one-sigma, that there is in
fact no measurable tritium at any of those locations is less than four in a million. Even if one
ignores the readings at depths 16.5 to 60 feet and focuses only on the measurements at 100 feet,
with three of the four measurements at 100' positive for tritium at one-sigma, the probability that
all four of those samples are in fact devoid of detectable tritium is less than 9%. The probability,
with 11 of the total 14 measurements positive for tritium at two-sigma, that there is in fact no
measurable tritium is less than one in a trillion.
The possibility of measurement error always remains. The logical way of addressing that
question is to replicate the measurements, preferably using far more sensitive techniques.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has developed a technique for using mass
spectrometry that has sensitivities several orders of magnitude lower than traditional techniques
for measuring tritium. If there is any question about possible measurement error or cross-
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contamination, one should resolve the issue by replicating the measurements, using more
sensitive techniques.
References
Johnson, R.R., 1980, Elementary Statistics: North Scituate, MA: Duxbury Press.
Prudic, D.E., 1994, Estimates of Percolation Rates and Ages of Water in Unsaturated Sediments
at Two Mojave Desert Sites, California - Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey Water-Resources
Investigations Report 94-4160, Carson City, Nevada, 10 p.
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CHELATION AND Kd VALUES:
THE EFFECT ON RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION
[T]he presence in the waste of complexing agents such as organic chelates used in
decontamination operations and natural organic acids from the soil promotes the
formation of strong complexes with certain radionuclides that reduce the
adsorption capacity of the . . . soil for the radionuclide.
(Means and others, 1978, p. 1477)
[L]aboratory-derived Kds did not reflect the effects of long-term leaching of soiladsorbed radionuclides by natural or manmade organic complexing substances to
which the in situ soils were exposed. The in situ KdS more accurately express the
sorption capacities of the mobile forms of these radionuclides, which migrate at
much faster rates than predicted from laboratory-derived Kd values.

(Fruchter and others, 1985. p. 8, emphasis added)
"[T]he effect of complexants on toxic element sorption should be examined with
soils from specific proposed commercial low-level waste disposal sites."
(Swanson, 1984, p. 2)
Introduction
It has long been recognized that the presence of naturally occurring organic complexing
agents, either in soil or the waste itself, or stronger chelating compounds such as EDTA used in
nuclear operations for decontamination of piping and the like, causes the formation of highly
stable metal complexes that dramatically increase mobility of radionuclides in soil. These
chelated radionuclides have a radically reduced distribution coefficient or soil retention factor
(Kd) and will migrate very much faster in soil than in their non-chelated state. Far more rapid
migration of such radionuclides than would otherwise be expected has been observed at
numerous radioactive waste facilities (e.g., Maxey Flats, Kentucky; West Valley, New York;
Oak Ridge, Tennessee; Chalk River, Canada) and attributed to the presence of complexing
agents (Means and others, 1978, Cleveland and Rees, 1981, Akers and others, 1994). A brief

I

introduction to the chemistry of chelates and the related matter of colloidal-enhanced
radionuclide migration is attached hereto as Appendix A.
Wilshire and others (1993, p. 38 and Attachment 8) have pointed out that the potential for
chelating agents to contribute to the mobility of radioactive waste at Ward Valley had not been
addressed in the License Application and urged serious review of the question.
The distribution coefficient or soil retention factor, Kd, is an essential input in analyzing
potential risks of transfer of radioactive materials from the Ward Valley disposal trenches to the
surface above, the aquifer below, or, once in the aquifer, to discharge locations at Danby Lake or
the Colorado River. The use of inappropriate ~ factors can lead to substantial underestimation
of travel times and environmental risk. It must be made clear at the outset that there is no single,
universal Kd value for a particular radionuclide.

~ depends

upon the chemical composition and

other properties of the site soils, the trench leachate, and the chemical form of the radionuclide
(e.g., whether it is chelated, and if so, the nature of the chelating agent). To calculate risk, one
cannot just pull a

~

value out of a book, or use one for a different site, or use one for a different

chemical form (e.g., unchelated) than may be present in the situation of concern. US Ecology,
however, did just that.
To estimate ~s appropriately, one must test the specific radionuclides of imponance in
experiments on soils from the site in question; one needs to use radionuclides that are complexed
using different chelating materials; and test the materials over different concentrations, pH, and
associated conditions.
US Ecology used ~s obtained from other sites (e.g., the U.S. Department of Energy
Hanford Reservation) rather than use KdS based on tests on Ward Valley soils. It ignored the ~s
it did measure using Ward Valley soils. Furthermore, the ~s it used in its performance analyses
were for unchelated materials. All of these actions resulted in the use of KdS that were grossly
too high, resulting in migration rate estimates and consequence conclusions dramatically too low.
In an effort to determine ~s for use in its performance assessment, US Ecology
undertook batch sorption testing on Ward Valley site soils for five radionuclides [cesium-137
(Cs-137), cobalt-60 (Co-60), radium-226 (Ra-226), natural uranium, and nickel (as a proxy for
nickel-59)], which were chosen "because they are typical low-level radioactive waste (LLRW)
constituents" (License Application, p. 2600-58 and Table 26OO.A-1O).
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With the exception of uranium, however, these were not the radionuclides US Ecology
chose to analyze in its performance assessment. The radionuclides that were in the end analyzed
were plutonium-239 (Pu-239), iodine-129 (1-129), carbon-14 (C-14), and uranium-238 (U-238)
(License Application, p. 6151-12 - 6151-14).1 Numerous isotopes ofimponance were ignored.
Of greatest imponance is the fact that no tests whatsoever on Ward Valley soil were conducted
on plutonium, chelated or not.
Neither the batch sorption tests conducted on Ward Valley soil, nor the literarure values
for other soils upon which US Ecology relied for the 1«1 values it ended up employing, were
based on ehe/ated radionuclides. Chelation causes 1«1 values to drop dramatically. By failing to
use KdS obtained for Ward Valley site soils, and failing to assess the full range of potential
radionuclides and chemical forms of concern, the potential transfer to the general environment
may have been severely underestimated.
Discussion
The profound effect that chelating agents can have on Kd values is exemplified by the
measured effect founds by Means and others (1978, p. 1477):
The following experimentally measured distribution coefficients <K.!)
illustrate the pronounced effects that organic ligands have on the adsorption
capacity of sediment for trace metals. We determined that the Kd values for Co60
in weathered Conasauga shale at pH 6.7 and 12.0 were approximately 7.0 x 1()4
and 0.12 x 1()4 respectively. In the presence of 10-5M ethylenediarninetetra-acetic
acid (EDTA) the 1«1 values were reduced to 2.9 and 0.8.
Thus, in the setting analyzed above, chelation reduced the 1«1 for Co-60 by approximately four
orders of magnitude.
The results of such a reduction in Kd on radionuclide transpon time can be quite dramatic.
Means and others (1978), citing MarsHy and others (1977), give the following example. Pu-239
deposited at the bottom of a 500 meter thick geologic formation, in a setting with high sorptive
capacity characterized by a 1«1 of 2 x 1()3, could take more than a million years to migrate
I When lhe controversy arose over lhe tritium fmeting at depth, an analysis for tritium was performed as weU,
although, as we have discussed in detail elsewhere (see Comog and olhers, 1992, p. 33-47). lhe model was unable to
match lhe measured data.
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500 meters if the geological formation were of low permeability. Given its half-life, the
plutonium would have decayed completely by the time it reached the environment. If, however,
chelating compounds were present, resulting in a Kd approaching zero, the plutonium could reach
the environment in as little as six years. In formations of low to moderate permeability, the
plutonium would travel the 500 meters in only tens to several hundreds of years, four to five
orders of magnitude faster than if the plutonium were unchelated.
Description of US Ecology's Analysis
Waste Stream Identification and Selection of Radionuclides for Transport Analysis
US Ecology's first step was to attempt to identify the Ward Valley waste stream.
US Ecology's waste stream projection is reprinted in Table 1. 2
Although the table is titled "Major Nuclides Considered for Analysis," it does not actually
represent the nuclides that were analyzed in the performance assessment. Apparently, as a
careful reading of the title suggests, it represents only those nuclides "consideredfor analysis,"
not those that were actually analyzed. In the end, no analysis was performed on 80% of these
radionuclides (which, indeed, themselves represent only a small fraction of the scores of
radionuclides which will be present in the Ward Valley trenches).
US Ecology proceeded to narrow the scope of its analysis further to just one of the five
trenches projected for Ward Valley, the BC30 trench. This is problematic because (1) it ignores
a substantial portion of the waste, (2) the wastes for the Class A trenches are not required to be
stabilized (FEIR/S, p. 2.1-14), so subsidence of the trench cap, resulting in ponding and cracking
and increased inflltration is likely, and (3) the Class A trench caps are just earth fill, with a mere
100 year design life, and without the "intruder barrier and capillary break" built into the BC30
trench cap design (as questionable as may be the effectiveness of the latter cap design) (FEIR/S,
Appendix - Response to Comments on Draft EIR/S, p. 96). The more primitive trench cap and
lack of waste form stabilization to prevent subsidence, cracking and ponding produce
substantially increased potential for downward percolation through the waste, but those wastes

2 US Ecology initially presented its waste stream estimates originally in License Application Table 6110-9 and
several other tables. Prompted by a DHS interrogatory asking why there were discrepancies between Table 6110-9
and the other tables in the License Application, particularly Table 6151-1 for the BC30 Trench, US Ecology notified
DHS that Table 6110-9 was in error and replaced it with Table 566B.l-1, which is presented here (Interrogatory
Response Nos. 061B6151.1.7 and 0566B6110.B).
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Table 1. US Ecology Ward Valley Waste Stream Projections.
MAJOR NUCLIDES CONSIDERED FOR ANALYSIS

** All activities in curies **
NUCLIDE

ACTIVITY

AM-241
C-14
CM-243
CM-244
CO-60

1. 391E+l
7.559E+2
7.271E-1
6.714E+0
1. 482E+5

<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
2.8

CS-137
FE-55
H-3
1-129
NB-94

1.894E+4
1.690E+4
4.868E+6
2.134E+l
3.054E+0

0.4
0.3
92.3
<0.1
<0.1

NI-59
NI-63
NP-237
PU-238
PU-239

1.305E+2
1.191E+4
4.393E-3
2.612E+3
3.448E+3

<0.1
0.2
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

PU-240
PU-241
RA-226
RN-222
SR-90

8.963E-1
6.925E+4
3.816E+l
3.816E+l
5.746E+2

<0.1
1.3
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

TC-99
TH-231
TH-234
U-235
U-238

6.105E+0
1.781E+l
4.034E+2
1.781E+l
4.034E+2
5.272E+6

<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

Source: US Ecology Table 566B.l-l
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PERCENT

~

99.2

were excluded from the groundwater transfer analysis (License Application, Section 6151, and
Appendix 6151.A). Wastes of the same longevity are permitted in the Class A trenches as the
BC30 trench (License, Appendix A). The lO-fold difference in concentration limits is such that,
when coupled with the increased volume of Class A wastes, significant amounts of long-lived
materials can be present in the Class A trenches, , where deep infiltration may be more likely
because of increased probability of subsidence, ponding, and cracking of the trench cap. Yet
these wastes were excluded from analysis.
As seen in Table 2, a reprint of Table 6151-1 from US Ecology's License Application
section detailing its Analysis of the Transfer Mechanism to Groundwater, the number of
radionuclides "considered" in the groundwater transfer analysis shrank by 40% from US
Ecology's Table 566B.l-l, the "major radionuclides considered for analysis." Important
radionuclides such as plutonium-241 and its major decay product, americium-241, were not
included, nor was consideration of the buildup of their inventory resulting from decay of parent
nuclides. 3
In the end, US Ecology conducted transport analyses on only four radionuclides: 1-129,
C-14, U-238, and Pu-239. (A fifth nuclide, tritium, was later considered when the tritium finding
at depth was disclosed and the adequacy of US Ecology's transport model was challenged by
USEPA and the California Regional Water Quality Control Board.) The nearly two hundred
radioisotopes identified in the waste stream inventory of the License Application (Appendix
61l0.D) were reduced to 25 in Table 566B. I-I, then reduced to 15 in Table 6151-1, and finally
reduced to the four radioisotopes used in actual transport analysis. In the process, important
radionuclides (e.g., more toxic than C-14 or U-238, or mobile than the mobility assumed by
US Ecology for unchelated plutonium) were ignored.
Determination of Kd Values
US Ecology, in order to conduct the transport analyses for the groundwater performance
assessment, needed to determine appropriate Kd values for radionuclides that would be present at
the Ward Valley facility, if opened. After describing its decision to analyze only for C-14,

3 For example, the nearly 70,000 curies of plutonium-24I (Pu-241) destined for Ward Valley will decay inlO
approximately 2,000 curies of arnericium-24I. Unlike Pu-241. which is a beta-emitter with a relatively shon halflife of 14.4 years, Am-241 is a highly toxic alpha-emitter with a half-life of 433 years. By ignoring the buildup of
Am-241. US Ecology severely underestimated the amount of risk involved with the proposed Ward Valley project
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Transfer Mechanism-Groundwater

Table 2. Properties of Radionuclides in the BC30 Trench (US Ecology Table 6151-1)

Isotooe

Half-Life
(Years)

Activity
(curies)

Specific
Activity
(curies/g)

Ac-227"
C - 14
1- 129
Nb- 94
Ni - 59
Pa - 231"
Pa - 234m b
Pu - 239
Pu - 242
Ra- 226
TC- 99
Th - 231"
Th - 234b
U -235
U - 238

2.18 x 10 1
5.73 x 1()3
1.57 x 107
2.03 x 10"
7.50x 10"
3.28 x 10"
7.65 x 10-4
2.41 x 10"
3.76 x 105
1.60 x 1()3
2.13xl05
2.91 x 10-3
6.60 x 10-2
7.04 x 109
4.47 x 109

2.8922
272.04
9.9466
2.9577
106.62
2.8922
173.63
3507.80
7.6722
15.994
2.7589
2.8922
173.63
2.8922
173.63

7.23 x 10 1
4.46
1.77 x 10-4
1.87 x 10. 1
8.10 x 10-2
4.72 x 10-2
2.00 x 106
6.20 x 10-2
3.93 x 10-3
9.89 x 10- 1
1.70 x 10-2
5.32 x 105
2.32 x 10"
1.92 x 10-6
3.35 x 10-7

Kd
fm!Lgl

40
0
0
350
101
40
40
73
73
200
0
40
40
0
1

Information on table provided by US Ecology (l989a) with the exception of Kd values for U-235
and U-238 and specific activity data_ Kd values for U-235 and U-238 obtained from Langmuir
(1981). Specific activity values obtained from Wang (1969).
"daughter products of U-235 that reach secular equilibrium
b

daughter products of U-238 that reach secular equilibrium

Source: US Ecology, License Application, Table 6151-1.
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U-238, 1-129. and Pu-239, US Ecology stated that KdS for these radionuclides are shown on
Table 6151-1 and were "provided by US Ecology on the basis of adsorption tests conducted on
these radionuclides" (License Application p. 6151-14). Despite the extensive discussion of
adsorption tests performed by US Ecology using Ward Valley site soils (License Application,
p. 6151-7 - 6151-8; p. 2600-56 - 2600-61; License Application Appendix, p. 2600.1A-172600.1A-28), the Kd values used in the transport analysis for carbon, uranium, and plutonium in
fact were not obtained from adsorption tests by US Ecology using those nuclides and Ward
Valley soils.
US Ecology did perform batch sorption tests on selected radionuclides using Ward Valley
soils, but none of those tests were used in establishing the

~ values

US Ecology employed in its

groundwater transfer analysis. Indeed, with the exception of uranium, none of the batch sorption
tests performed on Ward Valley soils were even for radionuclides considered by US Ecology in
its performance assessment.
In License Application Table 2600-9, US Ecology identifies the radionuclides for which
sorption tests were performed using Ward Valley soils. They are cobalt-60, cesium-137, nickel,
radium-226, and uranium. Yet US Ecology did no analysis for transport to groundwater for any
of these but uranium. The most important radionuclide for which US Ecology did do a transport
analysis, Pu-239, was subjected to no testing whatsoever using Ward Valley site soils.
US Ecology took the plutonium ~s from published values for an entirely different site,
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Hanford Reservation (Grant, 1994, p. 2). US Ecology
used a

~

for plutonium of 73 (see Table 2; note that Grant, 1994, p. 2, mistakenly says the value

used was 72). Grant (1994) reports that plutonium ~s had been measured in laboratory column
and batch tests using Hanford site soils over 15 years ago and that based on those tests, DOE
used a ~ value of 71 in a 1987 radionuclide transport analysis for Hanford (as discussed below,
this characterization is not correct). Grant (p. 2) asserts that "the values at the two sites should be
comparable, since the soils and the environment are similar" (emphasis added). The applicability
of Kd values based on measurements from soils a thousand miles apart is questionable at best,
and exacerbated by the wide disparity that exists between laboratory and in situ measurements.
For example, Coles and Ramspott (1982) reported measuring extremely rapid ruthenium
migration (as fast as tritium) at the Nevada Test Site despite laboratory experiments showing
high ~ values for ruthenium. In particular. they report that laboratory batch sorption tests on
Hanford soil produced KdS of 40 to 752, yet in situ observations found significant mobility.
Coles and Ramspott (p. 1236) concluded that Kd values obtained from batch sorption tests
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"should be used with caution and verified with field radionuclide migration studies or more
relevant laboratory studies." They pointed out that an understanding of the chemical speciation
of the radionuclides in question, particularly selected actinides, "is needed in order to predict
their behavior in a ground-water environment" (p. 1236). This conclusion is especially important
in light of US Ecology having used a l(,j from another location rather than conducting sorption
tests on site soils for the isotopes in question, as well as having failed to use KdS for plutonium in
chelated form.
The significance of this is readily observable from its own table of Kd values (Grant 1994,
p. 6 and 8). Asserting that the appropriate l(,j value for plutonium at Ward Valley is
approximately that used for Hanford soils because they are allegedly "similar," US Ecology then
chose a l(,j for uncomplexed plutonium at Hanford (l(,j = 71) based on laboratory tests rather than
the l(,j of 1.4 measured at Hanford for plutonium migration in the presence of suspected organic
contaminants (see Table 3, comparing Grant, 1994, p. 6 and p. 8). Because one does not know
the characteristics of those suspected organic contaminants, the Kd for plutonium that is
purposely complexed with a powerful chelating agent such as EDTA (e.g., reactor primary
coolant decontamination wastes that would go to Ward Valley) is likely to be even lower than
1.4 for Hanford soils. US Ecology chose a Kd of 73 for unchelated plutonium rather than a
measured value for those soils in the range of 1 for suspected chelated plutonium. As Grant
(1994, p. 1-2) notes, radionuclides with l(,js orders of magnitude greater than 1 are "essentially
immobile," yet US Ecology nonetheless chose a l(,j yielding essentially immobility in the face of
measured values for the soils and environment it claimed were similar to Ward Valley that
showed very much lower KdS (close to no retardation at all) and very much higher mobility for
actual plutonium moving in those actual soils.
As to US Ecology's claim that the Kd it used for plutonium, 73, was the figure used by
DOE for calculating radionuclide transport at Hanford in its safety analysis, the document they
cite (DOE, 1987, p. S.17-19) directly contradicts that assertion. That study indicated that the l(,j
for Hanford soils would extend over a range from an upper limit of 71 for dilute uncomplexed
plutonium to 0.63 for concentrated complexed plutonium. DOE created a probability density
function (pdf) demonstrating that over the range of conditions examined for their assessment, the
Kd would be much closer to 0 than to 71, and indeed used a median Kd of 6.0 for their analysis of
the no action alternative. US Ecology thus took a figure higher than the maximum Kdvalue cited
by DOE for dilute uncomplexed plutonium and applied it to wastes for Ward Valley that would
contain substantial amounts of powerful chelating agents for which the Kd should be vastly
lower. If the DOE data from Hanford were to be used at all-as opposed to measuring actual
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Table 3. Comparison of Kd Values for Plutonium at the DOE Hanford Reservation.
Kd
Value
(mI/g)

Source

Grant (1994, p. 6)

Grant (1994, p. 8)

71

1.4

Comments

Environment

Grant's
Reference

Unsaturated zone at
Hanford
Reservation 300
Area.

Kd value said (by
DOE (1987).
Grant) to be used
by DOE for
Hanford plutonium
transport analyses.

Hanford site
wastes.

Addition of
suspected organic
contaminants.

KnoB (1985, 1969)
and Hajek and KnoB
(1966) reported in
EPA (1978).

KdS for heavily chelated plutonium using Ward Valley soils-a ~ in the range of the 0.63 cited in
the DOE report for chelated plutonium would have been the most appropriate estimate.
Table 4 is a reprint of the relevant table from the DOE Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) for Hanford on which US Ecology claims it based both its decision to use a ~ of 73 for
plutonium for Ward Valley soils and its defense of that figure for chelated plutonium.
Table 4. Kd Values Used in Hanford Plutonium Transport Analyses.
Environmental Impact

Median

Assessment

Plutonium Kd for No Action Alternative

6.0

Low

High

(Concentrated
Complexed)

(Dilute
Noncomplexed)

0.63

71

Source: DOE,1987,p.S.17-S.l9.

One readily sees that even were it appropriate to use KdS determined for Hanford soils
and apply them to the Ward Valley situation, there is no basis for a ~ of 73 for plutonium if it is
combined with a complexing agent. Since the transuranic wastes to go to Ward Valley would be
complexed with the strongest and most persistent chelates possible (e.g., EDTA), in order to strip
the "crud" from the inside of reactor piping during reactor primary coolant decontamination
operations, an appropriate Kd for these heavily chelated wastes headed for Ward Valley would be
10

in the range of the 0.63 cited in the Hanford study, not the 73 US Ecology claims the study
recommends.
US Ecology has claimed that the KdS it used are appropriate for chelated radionuclides
such as plutonium because the values are assenedly at the lower end of reponed values (for
unchelated nuclides). Let us examine for a moment the data that do exist regarding sorptive
capacity of Ward Valley soil, and whether it is at the low or high end of measured values
reponed in the literature for other locations and soil types. As indicated above, US Ecology did
batch sorption testing using Ward Valley soils for five unchelated radionuclides or their
surrogates: Co-60, Cs-137, nickel (as a surrogate for Ni-59), radium-226, and uranium. The
mean, minimum, and maximum K.is measured are listed in Table 5 (License Application,
Table 2600-9). Also see Table 6 (License Application, Table 2600-10), which includes a
compilation of literature values for K.is for various soils for the same radionuclides, prepared by
US Ecology.
When compared to literature values from a range of soils, Ward Valley soils have
relatively little sorptive capacity-even for uncomplexed radionuclides. The measured mean
value for Co-60 at Ward Valley was 64.88; US Ecology's literature search showed a range of 24
to 800. The mean at Ward Valley for Cs-137 was 166.85, the literature range is from 30 to 3165.

Uranium was 6.92 at Ward Valley, and ranges from 0 to 270 in US Ecology's literature
compilation.
The most interesting results were for radium-226 and nickel. The mean K.i measured
value for nickel at Ward Valley was a surprising 0.2O-essentially as mobile as water. This is

below the range of 5 to 102 US Ecology repons from its literature search. For radium-226, the
mean measured value at Ward Valley is 1.98, while the low end of the range US Ecology repons
from the literature begins two orders of magnitude higher, 200 to 500.
Thus, actual K.is for Ward Valley soils are not only at the very low end ofreponed
literature values, but in two very imponant cases, nickel and radium, they are far below any
literature value reponed. When Grant (1994) assens that KdS for plutonium go far higher than
the 73 used in the US Ecology assessment, that is no argument for use of a high Kd for Ward
Valley. Ward Valley soils, by US Ecology's measurements, are at the very low end of sorptive
capacity-even without considering chelating compounds.
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Table 5. Mean, Minimum, and Maximum Distribution Coefficients for Ward Valley Soils
(License Application, Table 2600-9).

RadiQnuclide

Mean

Minimum

Maximum

CQbalt-60

64.88

46.57

96.11

166.85

66.05

266.27

Nickel

0.20

0.06

0.28

Radium-226

1.98

0.14

3.36

Uranium

6.92

3.86

17.56

Cesium-137

Table 6. Literature Compilation of Distribution Coefficients (Kd) for Soils
(License Application, Table 2600-10).

RadiQnuclide

Kd Ran~e

CQbalt-60

24 - 800

7

Cesium-137

30 - 3165

1,2,3,4

Nickel
Radium-226
Uranium

Reference

200 - 500

6
6

0-270

5

5 - 102

References:
I
2
3
4

- NQrk et a1. (1971)
- ParsQns (1962)
- Isherwood (1981)
- DQsch and Lynch (1978)

5 - RancQn (1973)
6 - US ECQIQgy (1989)
7 - Ames and Rai (1978)

License Application, Tables 2600-9 and 2600-10. In Table 2600-9 (shQwn here as
Table 5), US ECQIQgy repQrted the results Qf its batch sQrptiQn tests, listing the mean and range
Qf Kd values measured fQr five radiQnuclides in Ward Valley SQils. In Table 2600-10 (shQwn
here as Table 6), US ECQIQgy repQrted the range Qf Kd values fQund fQr these radiQnuclides in its
literature search. Measured mean Kd values frQm Ward Valley SQils fQr CQbalt-60, cesium-137,
and uranium cQrrespQnd tQ IQw-end Kd values in the ranges repQrted in the literature. The
measured mean Ward Valley SQil Kd values fQr nickel (0.20) and radium-226 (1.98) fall belQW
the range values repQrted in the literature (nickel = 5, radium-226 = 200). Thus, when cQmpared
tQ measurements at Qther locatiQns, Ward Valley SQils appear tQ have very little sQrptive
capacity. In its assessment Qf radiQnuclide transpQrt tQ grQundwater, US ECQIQgy analyzed the
impact QfplutQnium-239, iodine-129, carbon-14, uranium-238, and tritium relying upQn Kd
values frQm the literature. (SQurce: License ApplicatiQn, p. 2600-60.)
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US Ecology chose not to use its own actual measurements of:K!s in Ward Valley soil
when assembling the table of Kd values to be used in its perfonnance analyses (License
Application Table 6151-1). Despite the clear evidence that nickel would be essentially nonsorbed in Ward Valley soils, and a measured:K! value below the minimum it says was reported
in the literature, US Ecology used a Kd of 101 (License Application, Table 6151-1), at the very
top of the literature range for other soils and 500 times higher than it had measured on Ward
Valley soils. The measured very low Kd for nickel at Ward Valley-and failure to use that :K! or
even perfonn a transport analysis at all for nickel-is significant given the very long life of Ni-59
(75,000 years half-life) and the relatively large amount estimated to be present in the Ward
Valley waste (130 curies, according to US Ecology's Table 566B.l-l, 293 curies in our estimate
(CBG, 1994, Ward Valley waste stream hazards index Table 1), enough to contaminate on the
order of half a million acre-feet of water to levels in excess of EPA drinking water standards
(CBG, 1994, hazards index Table 2). With that level of toxicity and environmental persistence, a
measured Kd in Ward Valley soil of very nearly zero (0.2), even when unchelated, is cause for
serious concern. The failure to perform any transport analysis whatsoever on Ni-59 and the
reliance, in deciding not to perform such an analysis, on a :K! one hundred times higher than that
measured at Ward Valley, are difficult to explain.
For radium-226, US Ecology measured a mean Kd in Ward Valley soils of 1.98, with a
minimum measured value of 0.14 and a maximum of 3.36 (License Application, Table 2600-9).
Yet it used a:K! of 200 (License Application, Table 6151-1), one hundred times higher than its
own measured value. Since US Ecology cites the same source4 for all the:K! values it did
employ in Table 6151-1, with the exception of uranium, it is reasonable to assume that the same
over-estimation of:K! values occurred for the radionuclides for which sorption tests were not
performed at Ward Valley (e.g., plutonium). It is clear that Ward Valley soils were measured
and found to have very low sorptive capacity for the nuclides tested, and yet far higher KdS,
taken from other soils, were apparently used.
[US Ecology obtained :K! values for uranium-235 and -238 from a source different from
the one it used for all others isotopes. For those two isotopes, US Ecology presents a :K! of 0 and
1 respectively.

KdS

should be the same for isotopes of the same element, so the use of two

different KdS is clearly in error. The DHS reviewer pointed this out in Interrogatory No.
4 US Ecology's cited source of Kd's is, in fact, not a published study but rather an April 20, 1989, letter from one of
its own employees, J. Glenn, to D. Hochmuth, an employee of US Ecology's contractor, Harding Lawson Associates
(see License Application, p. 6151·13 and 6151-28). It is unfonunate that the document US Ecology cites as its sole
source for all the Kds it employed except for uranium is neither available in the published literature nor even part of
the public Administrative Record, frustrating effons to confum US Ecology's Kd assumptions.
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0601B615 1. 1.7 , but US Ecology declined to use a consistent Kd for uranium. The groundwater
transport assessment was done only for U-238, using a Kd of 1. Since US Ecology reports a ~
of 0 for U-235, and KdS should be identical for both isotopes, had that ~ been used in the U-238
transport calculation, 5 to 11 times less soil retention (Grant, 1994, p. I), and equivalently faster
travel times, would have resulted. Note that measurements for uranium Kd in Ward Valley soil
based on unchelated uranium produced a low value, so a ~ of 0 for chelated uranium is not
unreasonable.]
Additional Concerns About Chelation
Despite assertions to the contrary by Grant (1994), many of the chelating agents expected
to be present in Ward Valley wastes-for example, EDTA, widely used in reactor coolant loop
decontamination operations-are extremely stable and will not appreciably biodegrade, even over
very long periods of time (see Appendix A).
In addition to dramatically increasing mobility of radionuclides in soil, chelating agents

also enhance migration out of waste packages. For example, the migration of radioactive
materials out of cement is increased by one to two orders of magnitude when chelating agents are
present (McIsaac and others, 1991, p. 108). Furthermore, chelating agents also markedly
increase uptake and retention of radionuclides ingested. For example, DTPA has been found to
increase the amount of plutonium absorbed approximately 700-fold (Baxter and Sullivan, 1972).
Although chelates also increase excretion, the net effect is an overall increase in plutonium
retained in the body, a 2.7-fold increase in retention for DTPA and a 80-fold increase for citrate.
The dose to a person from the same amount of plutonium, for example, would be 3 to 80 times
higher if the radionuclide were chelated with either of these complexing agents.
Conclusions
1. US Ecology performed batch sorption tests using Ward Valley soils for only five

radionuclides, but then discarded the values it had measured. The measured values were among
the lowest reported anywhere in the literature, indicating very low sorptive capacity for Ward
Valley soils.
2. US Ecology then used

~s

from the literature, values much higher than it had

measured for Ward Valley soils, indeed, as much as two orders of magnitude higher.
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3. In the end, US Ecology's performance assessment was, in all but one case, based on
different isotopes, for which no Ward Valley measurements of K.i had been made. Only five
radionuclides were analyzed; many extremely important ones were not.
4 The K.is US Ecology ended up using, particularly for plutonium, were based not on
Ward Valley but Hanford soils, a thousand miles away.
5. Reliance on literature values for Hanford soils, rather than measured values for Ward
Valley, is improper. Even so, US Ecology chose the wrong K.is from the Hanford data-very
much higher than DOE recommended be used.
6. None of the K.i values reported in the License Application were for chelated
radionuclides, and thus were all too high, greatly overestimating (by orders of magnitude) travel
times and retardation factors.
7. Environmental risks were therefore severely under-assessed.
Recommendations
1. Kd measurements should be made on actual Ward Valley soils using a range of such

soils from different depths, given the heterogeneity present; using a significant sampling of
radionuclides, not just five, but certainly including plutonium; using a range of complexing
agents, including strong chelates used in reactor decontamination operations; and measured over
a range of concentrations and pH.
2. In the absence of such measurements, transport calculations should be redone done
with K.i

= 0 for uranium-238, and between 0 and 1 for plutonium.

3. Conclusions based on the US Ecology calculations in the License Application,
premised as they are on erroneous K.is and the absence of chelation, should be discarded.
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APPENDIX A
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CHELATE COMPLEXES AND COLLOIDS
Historical. - Nearly 250 years ago in Europe a primitive technology was developed

to

produce pigments for artists' paint and for inks. It consisted of (1) leaching ashes, filtering the
solution, and evaporating to dryness (the residue was mostly potassium carbonate); (2) mixing
this material with scrap iron and animal byproducts, such as leather, dried blood, and hooves, and
then heating strongly; (3) after cooling, extracting the mass with water, filtering, and evaporating
to dryness. This yielded crystals known as "yellow prussate of potash," from which pigments
such as Prussian blue and Berlin green were made. About a century later, chemists identified
"yellow prussate of potash" as a double cyanide of potassium and iron, formulated as
4KCN·Fe(CNh. Brilliant research in the 1890s by the Swiss chemist Werner demonstrated that
in these "complex compounds" all of the cyanide ions are bonded to the iron, and that the
structure of the "complex" ion is octahedral, as sketched. Thus the formula was wriuen as
!<.4Fe(CNk Hundreds of thousands of complex compounds are known today. The atoms or
molecules bonded to the central atom are known as ligands. Aside from octahedral structures,
others are linear, triangular, tetrahedral, square, or other geometrical forms. Many biologically
active substances, such as hemoglobin and chlorophyll, are complex compounds.
N

C

4-

NC~CN

N~N
C
N

Structure of iron-cyanide complex.

Chelates. - Many ligands are bonded to the central atom by two or more atoms. An
example is the oxalate complex of iron, sketched. The oxalate ion is:

A-I

2-

-0
"C=O
I
C=O

-0/
Since the iron atom, in the center of an octahedron, has its bonds directed to the six comers, it
can accommodate six oxygen atoms, and thus three oxalate ions. When this rype of structure was
fIrst realized, the oxalate ion, seizing the iron atom in pincers, was likened to the claw of a crab.
The name chelate was adopted for such complexes, from the Greek word for claw, chele.

Iron-oxalate complex.

Chelates in general tend to be more stable than simple complexes with the same rype of
atoms. Stability is quantified by the equilibrium constant representing its formation. Thus for
the copper ion (Cu 2+) and ammonia (NH3), the complex is Cu(NH3)4 2+. Its formation constant is
10 12. But if four ammonia molecules are bound together into a linear molecule (by replacing
some of the hydrogen atoms with organic groups), the ligand becomes:

On reacting with copper ion, the long molecule wraps around the metal atom and all four
nitrogen atoms link to the metal, forming a strongly-bonded chelate. Its formation constant is
1020, a value one hundred million times that of the simple ammonia complex.

A-2

Chelates in Reactor Waste. - It is this enhanced stability, among other factors, which
enable certain chelating agents to remove the scale of oxides and related materials from the
cooling piping of nuclear reactors. The most important chelating agents used are:
EDTA, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, [HOOC-CH2hNCH2CH2 [CH2-COOHh
NTA, nitrilotriacetic acid, N(CH2COOH)3
Picolinic acid, alpha-pyridinecarboxylic acid, Cs14NCOOH
Oxalic acid, HOOC-COOH
Citric acid, HOOC-CH2COH(COOH)-CH2COOH
In the case of EDTA, loss of the four hydrogen atoms from the -COOH groups permits all

four oxygen atoms, as well as the two nitrogen atoms, to bond to a metal. Thus this single
molecule is able to form exceedingly stable chelates. The structure of the iron chelate is shown
here:

1-

lron-EDTA chelate.

EDTA is resistant to degradation by radiation and to microbial decomposition. It is frequently
employed in reactor cleaning cycles. Both oxalic and citric acids degrade by microbial action.

A-3

Sorption of Ions by Soil. - Many components of soil are capable of sorbing ions of
metals. These include clays such as kaolinite and montmorillonite, zeolites, hydrated iron
oxides, hydrated silica and titanium dioxide, and organic matter. The process is quantified by an
approximate equilibrium constant (the distribution constant, Kd), which has dimensions of
volume per mass unit of metal ion. When this constant is zero, it means no adsorption takes
place. The higher the value, the more strongly the metal is adsorbed. The values are affected by
the acidity level (pH) and other factors, all of which must be specified.
There is frequently a considerable difference in the degree of adsorption of a metal ion
(positively charged) and the same metal in chelated form (generally negatively charged). For
example, on kaolinite at pH 6, unchelated cadmium ion (Cd2+) has a Kd value of 15, meaning it
is sorbed significantly. In chelated form (CdEDTA2-) the value is 4, meaning it is not sorbed
nearly as much. In general terms, this behavior can be attributed to the charge at sorption sites
on the kaolinite. If these sites bear a negative charge, as is often the case with clays, they attract
the positively-charged cadmium ion in unchelated form, but repel the negatively-charged chelate
ion. In addition, there is a size effect: The smaller cadmium ion can closely approach a small
site, while the larger chelate cannot. These arguments are not always the case, however, and
laboratory tests using samples of the soil in question should be conducted. No simple rule
applies to all cases. Owing to the porous nature of soil components, equilibrium is generally
reached slowly.
Any radioactive waste which contains EDTA or similar chelating agent is more likely to
leak dangerous radionuclides than waste without the complexants. This mobilization of
radioactive elements is a serious consideration to be taken into account in repositories.
Colloids. - Colloids are aggregates of molecule or ion assemblies which have radii of 50
to 100 nanometers. Ions range up to 1 nanometer in radius. Colloidal suspensions look turbid
owing to their property of scattering light. Suspended in water, colloids pass through ordinary
filter paper, and require an ultra centrifuge to throw out of suspension. Most often, colloids bear
either a positive or negative charge because of adsorbed cations (positive) or anions (negative).
Positively charged colloidal particles, on close approach to each other, mutually repel; negative
colloids behave the same way. This property leads to stabilization of colloidal suspension. If the
charge on a colloid is neutralized by sorption of a suitable ion of opposite charge, the charge on
the particles disappears and coagulation takes place; in fact that is how deltas are formed when
colloidal silt runs into the ocean, and suspended material precipitates.

A-4

Clearly colloidal particles have large surfaces. If they sorb radionuclides. they are
capable of transporting the material great distances. This possibility is another which one must
cope with in designing radioactive waste repositories. Test should be made for the presence of
colloidal matter in groundwater. and a study of its carrying capacity made.

A-5

TRITIUM, RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION,
AND POTENTIAL GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION'
Tritium in trace quantities has already been discovered 100 feet below ground surface at
Ward Valley. This finding raises serious questions about the adequacy of the environmental
analysis conducted by the California Department of Health Services (DHS), the United States
Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and US Ecology. In this part of our study, we discuss
these issues and question the adequacy of the environmental impact review and licensing
process.
US Ecology Failure to Consider Potential Tritium Migration in Its License Application
In a disturbing yet telling omission, US Ecology failed to consider potential tritium
migration when analyzing various contamination scenarios in its License Application. Although,
by its own estimates, tritium represents the largest amount (in curies) of any radionuclide to be
sent to Ward Valley (License Application, p. 6110-16), and almost all of it will be disposed of in
the Be-3D trench (Interrogatory Response No. D536B512D.2), US Ecology failed to include
tritium in a list of radionuclides destined for the BC-3D trench (License Application, p. 6151-13;
Table 6151-1, reprinted here as Table 1). In its License Application, US Ecology presented
analyses for four radionuclides, iodine-129, uranium-238, plutonium-239, and carbon-14, but
neglected to perform any analysis of tritium. Most stunning, US Ecology misrepresented
iodine-129 as "the most mobile radionuclide" and plutonium-239 as "present in the waste at the
highest total activity" even though tritium represents the most mobile radionuclide and the
highest total activity of the Ward Valley waste stream (License Application, p. 6151-14).
A DHS reviewer noted this omission and asked US Ecology to explain its failure to
include tritium in its analyses of contamination scenarios. US Ecology's reply exposed the
dangerous assumptions and cavalier manner with which it treated the threat of tritium
contamination:
QUESTION (DHS/BLM): Table 6151.1 does not include
tritium. Explain the reason for not including tritium in the
evaluation releases from the BC-3D trench.
1 This material is excerpted from the "Repon of the Ward Valley Technical Review Panel" (April. 1992). The
panel included: Dr. Roben Comog. Prof. James C. Warf, Daniel O. Hirsch, Dr. Earl Budin, Dr. Joseph Lyou, Dr.
Bennett Ramberg, and Thomas Schmidt. The reader is referred to the full repon for a more dclailed analysis.
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Table 1. Properties of Radionuclides in the BC30 Trench (US Ecology Table 6151.1).

Isotope
Ac-227"
C - 14
I - 129
Nb - 94
Ni - 59
Pa - 231"
Pa - 234mb
Pu - 239
Pu - 242
Ra - 226
Tc - 99
Th - 231"
Th - 234b
U - 235
U - 238

Half-Life
(Years)

Activity
(curies)

Specific
Activity
(curies/g)

2.18x10 1
5.73 x 103
1.57 x 107
2.03 x 1()4
7.50x 1()4
3.28 x 1()4
7.65 x 10-4
2.41 x l()4
3.76 x 105
1.60 x 103
2.130 x lOS
2.91 x 10-3
6.60 x 10-2
7.04 x 109
4.47 x 109

2.8922
272.04
9.9466
2.9577
106.62
2.8922
173.63
3,507.80
7.6722
15.994
2.7589
2.8922
173.63
2.8922
173.63

7.23 x 10 1
4.46
1.77 x 10-4
1.87 x 10- 1
8.10 x 10-2
4.72 x 10-2
2.00 x 106
6.20 x 10-2
3.93 x 10-3
9.89 x 10- 1
1.70 x 10-2
5.32 x 105
2.32 x 1()4
1.92 x 10-6
3.35 x 10-7

Kd
fm!Lgl
40
0
0
350
101
40
40
73
73
200
0
40
40
0
1

Information on table provided by US Ecology (l989a) with the exception of Kd values for U-235
and U-238 and specific activity data. Kd values for U-235 and U-238 obtained from Langmuir
(1981). Specific activity values obtained from Wang (1969).
" daughter products of U-235 that reach secular equilibrium
b

daughter products of U-238 that reach secular equilibrium

Table 1. Properties of Radionuclides in the BC30 Trench. Although tritium
represents the most mobile radionuc1ide in the Ward Valley waste stream, and despite the fact
that according to US Ecology's estimates, in terms of radioactivity, there will be far more tritium
than any other isotope, US Ecology failed to include tritium in its initial accident analyses.
Tritium, which should be included here as "H-3," isn't even mentioned in the list ofradionuclides
to be disposed ofin the BC30 trench. (Source: License Application, p. 6151-13.)
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RESPONSE (U.S. ECOLOGY): Tritium was not

ronsidaW btuuse of Ir.s shoo half-life (12.3 years) ~lItive W lhe:
Iimc: of lnvd of water in lhe: unsatul'1Iled WIle (thoUSWtds of
)"iars). (Response 10 Interrogalory No. O6OOA6UI. 1.7. emphasis

old<d).

DUS and BLi\! Failure 10 Include Trilium Finding in Dral't EIRIS
TIle failu~ 10 analyze: for potential tritium migration al Wan! Valley is unacceptable in
lighl of Ihc hiSlClry of tritium leakage al other facilities. As one oflhe membc:n oflhe DHS blLIC
ribbon hydrology and moniwring task force ",TOIt:
Tritium mignllion has been found in aI/low ~·d wasle
sile$ in the U.S. ""here investigaled. The proposed sampling
s)'stem (designed to monilor tritium mlgrnli0l11 will merely "erify
lhe well fSlabiished fael thaI tritium indeed always does migrale.:
(emphasbi in original)
(GIVen this well·established threal of tritium migration should the
approvtd

lIS c~nl1y

planned.

"l:

Wan:! Vllley fociliry be

are concerned thallbe on·sile moniloring plan adopled by

US Ecology contains esscmi.a.tly no plan of aetion in case the mooi1Dling reveals thaI radioactive.
rorlllunin:l.lion has acec:ded any of the ~cllied ~acLion levels. '))
While basing almost irs enlife claim of safely for Ihe Ward Valley site on assertions of
tlld.tonuclide migralion

11I1C$

of lhou.sands of )·ean. US Ecology posiiCsscd hard data from ICl\lal

mc:uure:nx:nts al the: sile that indicated migralion 11I1es of decades rather !han millennia. TIlese
data, and Ihc:ir significance. may never ha~ I«n the Iighl of day in !he environmental impac1

review process were il ~ for the diligence O(IWO governmenl agencies other lhan lhose

"allen

1 Lellef from
K. SdIalz, Ph.D~ [)qwtment 0( Sod ~ U",''aJ'iry d. CalJ!omia. Bttkcley (and
member at lhe SpccW Commiun (lII VadaK zane ~\oftilOrinlllOMr. ~ Il111hn. PjiM State 01 Califomia.
o.,partmctuof Hc:lIldl Scnica,d3IQ! 180n0bef 1990. Released 10 ~d.IheSpeciai Conunill<C on Vadose
l.onc "Ionicorins. Sec KClIOII a....1r:d. '"OKS Vadose ZOne I.."" 'oplOiy•• S. abo SdoIob. R. K•• and othcn. 1991.
A"IuS!. Tritium "l1pIicn Studies _lite Ne\'lOb TeJI Si... [)()EJr<."V·34~.uc· nl. p. I; W-.hiIII_. DC. U.S.
Departmenl of Enorgy. In rdmirl. 10 lhe "bip mol)il.ty· of aitiwn. Schulz 01 at. - . -II is .. surpme lhen. ~
triuum mipMion ha< b<:en found _ all commercial Lo-l.eYd RlIltioIoclive W. . (lUW) dj<pM"1 lileS swdied. •

Jon.

) The KCtian llrlhe monjlOrin. pa.. duI dcaII with"aaicJa 1c\1:1~· is onl)'1IbouI onepqe
and
See US Ec.otorJ. 1991. En...........
Rqlon f ... 1he p' ............., Wan!
Vallty CalifllfDi.lllDw uvel RadiQoctive Waue (U.JlW) FaaIlty. p. IV·I2: Aubum. CA. US EoolllcY.

..w "\oni,,,,,",

«IOw..s .... SPtcifitd responses.

-,-

conducting the en\ironmental ~view. DHS and BLM did not mention the triuum finding al all

in meir Dtalt EIRIS. which was issued in June: 1990. DHS and BLM repeated instead US
Ecology's cl:J.i.m of migralion times of millennia. 1bese agencies did, hov.'C'ver. belatedly
disclose !be ftnding in their FEIRIS (sec Table 2), btU only in IIJl appendix· afler receiving Ieners
of coocem and. inquiry from the U.S. En\ironmental Prou:,ction Agency (EPA) (Partiieck. 1990)
and the California Regional Water Quallly ContrOl Board (RWQCB) (Gruenberg, 1990),s

insisting Ih:nlbe maner be included in the EIRIS and RSOlved:

One: additional concern, somewhal outside the original tajlJe51 for
~ew, is the problem posa1 by the ~llCe of tritium al depth
beneath the Ward Valley sileo This elevated background ....i lI
rompllcaIe

inl~latiOD of

the monitoring d:U3 and raiJu

quution.s about rM "aJidiry a/1M radimuufUh It(JIIspon mDdeImg
in the ficellSe application. (Pardieck. 1990; emphasis added)

EPA's Pardia:k. "'enl on to say:
The most ob\ious source for chis m:ueria.l is tritium from auoospheric
nuclear lestS in the 19505 and early 1960s carried 10 depth by !be
pcn:olalioft of rain ..-atet. If this is the case, the apparenl I1Ipid

infiltration of this maleria.l raises questions about !be validity of
US Ecology's vadose wnc II1Insport modeling.

• ~ append.. IIXludes no mdqIcllClcal anaIy..u by BLM Of OHS, mcrdy rqJI1lducoon "11"0111 t;'OI.IU1ImI
wbmm>om by US EcoJogy's «ntXtOt. ~ La....., Auacilles, aaempuDl10 eo.pbin
the fmdinp.

.""'y

S G"",nbcrJ:"'TOte,. ~ DEIRJS does not mention ddcctioa of Diuum iJIllb:: <lldore:ronc. The Lia:_
Appbcauoa (LA) bril:ny mcnticas 111M Dib"'" _ deloXUOn from 0-100.. feet in tbc: .-.be wne. lbc UIe.llI of
po:ac:lrIlioa of the IrilJIm and the mn;:h:>nSn of UWISPOfl ..we not dcsaibed it! lhI: U. III MY dewL 0 . . : _ of
tritium ddcction >hDuld be incl..,.., in lJ>e fmal EIlIJS ...." "'iIh diJr<ussooa of ~ rdatGtsbip belween tritium
rrugraioll "'" lIv: U1f~lI'aOon rate modd ~ ill tbe 1i<cnseappllcaion.' Ina Jcucr daled9 No-"embof 1990,
fl'Ol1\ Raben Penluc.ofR.....QCB IOJIlIlkul. DHS. questions ~aPiII raised lI!:IoolllJ>e triulm flnllanp: ~
tritium dettc:1Cd 1.1 tbc: silo mall be rally tIaraclCri=IlO cnabk lhI: \'Z.\'f [VN;s:zoo. Monibiog] S)'SW1l1O be
ealibnlcd III bEkgmund trili\llll ~....1s. ScIltUJ of IritiJUJI 1IIi,,1>1UNt. ptVrways, aIIIi ,(l/a of";,r{l/_
W
t!LIiM4ud <21td COlfIP'>'ed 1<1 infiIltalIOtIlltl>lkliJl, 41 ducribtd iA 1M US UoloV /ia....., gppQc""Oft.
~'/e
Ole UlrOMty i,lIuu>t;d i~ ... lotlMr rlte ~u.-xkw., P"I'I""" ....,d '" llot Iif~1U<I applkJ>tllIIl WMr'D<'«aJIN
rhu<> uSll1:J 01 Ul4orpa;r<»e41h;. ilt/tJ/'INJlU)Il darU>, fdlibtwiOfl.· (anphaDs.sdcd).

."""'d
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Table 2. Tritium Results fcr UrJlluluraled Zone Soil Vapor
Sample Depth

Trilium Valne.
(Tritinm Units)

D:tte

Air
Piewmetu

6126/89
6/26/89
6nJ89
616/89

GB-l
OB-1
OB-l
OB-l

21.5

5/6/39
5nJ89
5nJ89

OB-4
GB-4
OB-4

16.5

99.7

5.60 +/- 0.37
1.37 +/- 0,49
1.02 +/- 0.33

G/2/89
6IJ/S9
6/4189

OB-4
OB-4
OB-4

10,5
58.0
9'}.7

6.00 +1_ 0.72
1.15 +/- 0.66
1.18 +1- 0.54

6/24jR9
6/23/89
(jJ13/89
6/16/89

OB-6
OB-6
GB-6
OEl-6

18.5
33.0
59.0
99.7

3.94 +/- 0.73
2.07 +/-0.89
1.38 -f/- 0.62
1.66 +1- 0.39

{feell

35.0
60.0
99.5
~8,0

1.39 +1- 0.57
1.72 +1- 0.51
O.74+I-OAI
-0.01 +1- 0.53

Air Moisture Sample 6.91 +/- 1.03
~NOIe:

+\-values indi.::ate the amOllllt of ar:nlJ'acy as.,ociated with the tritiwn

value.
Source: US Eo.:.ology License Application, Table 2420.B-Jl\.
Note: TriU\lJ1\ UnilS (TUs) are n measure of milnm concentralion in Willer. One
TU is equ:11 10 3.2 picocurie~ per iiler of liquid (as opposed to ga;;oolls) w,ner.

H.1d tfIe EPA and RWQCB negll'Cted to comment on Ihe tritinm finding, DHS and Bf ,M

may have Itt (fIo: issue drop withont fnrther investigatkm or deb~(e. There are only two
e:<plmlJtioJl, of the failure of DHS IIl!d BLM 1.0 include tbe tritium finding in the DErRIS: DHS
IIl!d BLM either dld not recoglliw the importance of the finding, or tfIey purposefully suppressed
the resulls of the site ch:unctmntioll study in an effort lJ.' avoid criticism of the asslIluption;;
made in their analysis of nuVonuclide migration at Ward Valley. Doth C011Cbl~io1l5 give cause
for ':oucem. On the oue hand., if DHS and BLM did not recognize the impOM31Ke cf tile tlilinm
finding-tbat the finding basically inva1idat~.d tlte 3;sumption;; made by US &'ology in
developing it:; ...dlonuclide migration model;;-then

th~ "bility

ofDHS lIud DLM to regulate the

Ward Valley wutructor must be questioned. 0" the other hand, ifDHS Md DLM suppressed the
resnlts to avoid

criti"l~m.

theu theit ability and willingness to ellerei;e objectivily in licensing

-,-

and regu1l'lng die proposed projr.cl must be questioned. BoL"1J ~lCpl~nations sugge&l that the
environmc-lH;J.1 review process uIIill:rtaken to date ha.'> guaranteed neither pu blie ,~Jety nor
e[\vironmcnlal pWlr.ctioTJ al Warn Valley.
What

~ft'

these measurements?,:md why is the

f~Iure ro . >ddr"s.,

Ihem

adequa~ly;:o

dislurbing ill lenllS of d'e potential ell\'irolllllental impacl of ihe proposed projr.ct?
Water vapor in soil samples show d,e pl\"sencc of tritium as far dowll ns measurements
were laken of ~"il pore waler-1OO feel below die proposed Ward Valley facility site
(Fin~1 ETR/S,

Appendix - Respon~es 10 Commems On Draft ElRlS, Appendix 9 - EVblunriOIl of

Tri dam Transpurt).6 This llndull; sllgl;ests that radillncriw contamination al Ward Vailc-y could
repre~ent a much gre.atGi thre.1t to public healili ~lld Ihe cllviromnenl than DHS, BLM and US

Ecology first assumed. US Ecology disem:ered Ihe tritium while cllllducting a site
characterizarion stlAly in preparatiOll of il;; Lieem;e ApplieaJion. Al l'o::st, the di"covery illdicBt.es
Ilml rriJium migrated to depdls of a1le~5t 100 reet in fewer than z few decades. This lIndillg
severely ,.md"mUllcs dIe assumption made by US EC.(llof:)' UUll rrltinm wonld take "Ihmlsand, of
years" to reach the Wan! Vzlky groundwater ba~1n, which is 650 10 700 feel below the ;\lrface
:<nd about 600 feel ~low dIe waste trenches (US Ecol01rY Respouse to lnterrogatory
No.0600A6l51.1.7).

Tritium Migl"lltion Beneath Ward Valley
When faeen willi the i1rrplicll.lions of the data. US Ecology 1>.a;; vnriously

allen'P~d 10

el'plJin them away while, Oll ocr_a,ion, admininl; thzt il does appear tritium can mlgrat.e at lea5\
100 reet in 35-40 years radle!" than Ihe thousand-year rnnge they had i.llilially asserted:

"AJmlyrie gas diffusion calculation;; performed by HLA
(HardiJill Lawson Associat.es, a l]S Ecology c.ontractor) uilicat.e
6 US EcolDgy look measurements <of ~roUl1dwater from die aquifer abo~t 700 feel beneath the surf""". l>UI did nol
take any mMlUh'mCnts between 100 fcel below ground surfuce and the aquifet. The results of the gro""dwaler
analy"", fur tridum reponed by US Erology (License Applica~~ll, Tallle 2600,A·.'5j appear to cOlltJ1l<tkt in pan the
re,u1t> rcporrocllo US Ecology by ;1S C<lIH.roclOrs (Arnold, 1989; Top, 1989). Three olth~ 15 ""mpl"" rep~I1I.'<1 by
U~ Ecology measured aOOv. z.ro wilhin an "lIar rate of Olle ,ignl~. Even assuming WI ill..., (hree positive
readings were crroneml~, ,,:Ire the <!erection limit for ille !a:bniqu~ used fo' the vadose zone measuremeuts wl<' (\,5
TU,;, about half illc averJg~ level found 011 100 feet, "1lOO-<letect" filldinC!" for the groundw:<t<;, samples would me",ly
indicate. redllClion in rridum ooncenrralions by " minimllffi f""tor <or two ove~ !he 600 fOOl di,mnce--Ihat is. a
no dilotioo of trilialed WIl.ler with JJO!\-tri!j~[(:d
minimum ('>f ('>llC half.life, or abont 12 years lTave1 time,
""ale,. Ff>J" U,i., rca.on, "non-dete<;l" rea<liogs in the nqulfer bave all1e Vlll~, which is why we prop"". od<!itional
measurements be mede beneath tho 100 foot level using mare sensitiv.: mC'!;l1rWlelll lochniqllC~,

"",nming
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that it h possible thaI gas diffnsion c~n lriln~port tritinm

to

deplhs

of 100 feel within 35 to 40 years." (Lkense Application Appendix

2420.B, p. 37.)
The migrotion rale of radiOlmc1ides h a key variable in eslablilhinl! the thre:u to
groundwmer at Ward Vailey. To Gelennille the rale of rritium migration. il

j~

neces,ary!O

consider ttiti" m concentrations in mill w:tter (i.e., the identified WUl'ce of lhe lritium) and me
okcay fate of lritium. Small quauricil"s of trili"m ate formed mttumlly by co,mi~ ray interaction
willi demerits in the almosphere. In 8.lldition. from :tbout 1954 to 1963, large scale
above-ground testing of hydrogen bombs led!O eleval.ed levels of tritium in the aanosphere.
Since then, amlOspheric rrilium lcvel~ have waned, bUllhey remain ~o[J)ewhm higher lhan before
open-air hydrogen bomb testing began. As a hydrogen isotOpe. tlltium combines with

O;(yg~n

or

exchange wilh ~lable hydl"C'.gen in !!lready existing water molecuk~ to fonn tritiated water. DHS,

BLM, and US Ecology a.surne that lhe triollin fOllnd beneaLh the proposed facility originlLted in
the amlOsphere and

w~~

thell deposiled onto the soil as rainwater.

Hydmi!en b"mb fe.fling o/weapom '4.li"8 .mbstanrial amoums o/trltium-tlle sourc~ 0/
"ilium fo/k,ur-bl'gan in 1954;7 rhe Ward ~'aJir!Y mecunl'emf.nts were mode i/l J989, 35 years
faler. Tlwrdof<', t/rhe tritium/ouM bel/tali< Ward Valley cameji'om rainwater thar contained

rrilium fr<Jm fal/our jimn mu:lwr wea]Jons resting, that tl'iti'Q1l musr J"",e migraled there i'l Jewel
than 35 years.
US Ecology ha,~ at

Lim~~ anernpted

to claim the tritium could not

hav~

come from fallout,

becangc lhe tritium concentrariou in raiuwater duriug the periods of heavy uncle;\!" weapo<lS
1e5tlllg was eOIl~iderably higher than thal found now beueath the Wa.rd Valley ~ill.'. TritiaLw
waler from fallouH;oulaminated raiu wonld, h"wever, as it migrated beueadl the

~ite.

mix with

older warer already then::, in which uiliutn would Imve d~ayed subSlanLially.B The new, higher
conceutration tritia t~d water from fallolU

ntinw~ ler

would dilule wIth older, subsurface,

7 The firSl U.S. hy<1rogell bomb lC!'\ wa, in NOVCL"b.;r 1952, bm it elllployedliquid d.'"t.:ri"m as its thermollllcle.1r
fuel. In 19.\4, lhe U.S: began Icslilljlll-lxJlllh~ ,,>~n;; lilhinn' lkulCtidc as !he prim~1)' thermonuclear fw:I; ne.nLron
IxJmb"'dmonL of lhe !J!h,UU' ;n the mid'i of Ihe exp!o<ion produces large ;UllOUIl"" of uiuum. 'l'h~ I1/'llL Soviet H_
IxJlllb L.:.:il wru; in 1955; Brit.ain, FrlUl'c. :IIl~ Chin., (o[[owed ,"iL in the years !here:J=.
8 Ol4:r ... :L[." shollld have Ie... rriLium. b~ame of WI" roc decay. Waler that has been sepOIlUM fran' U", can/l'~
.orf""" for LnOr~ Ilmll about 250 y~ar:; (20 haIf_livca of mli\lln) , ...mld be ~"i"lli2I1y ·lk'l~ waTi": that is. "'1'"",,,,\1L
m',,-'ur.bl. trilium. Mixing of new .",1 old waler should prolhL(C tritium ccn"cntnmoru; lo"",r !han !ha[ J'nr now
'1U[U alolle.
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low-concentratioll soil W:Ul."r. Taki.ng i.nto .Keollnt this dilution faclor, concemr:llions of tritium
in soil pore water~! WlIId VuUey would be np<'Cred tll be lower lhan that found i.n rainwatcrill
the midSI of nuclear testing.
Unfortunately, in terms of site safely and suitabili!y, aS8111nlng the Ilitium came from
pre-hydrogen bomb testing rainfaU does little to elongale lhe possible migration time. Beeansc
the eoneenrration of tritium in :umospherk: DlllistllIC measured ~lthe surface of the Ward Valley
f.ite wa, only abom seven time.1 higher dian Ihat found 100 feel beloW. Md similar concelllralions
10 lhal found now a( lhe surface are reported for pre-testing rainfall, mj.!'JOltioli

Ilm~,

of fewer

dian three half-live. (three period..~ of 12 years, or abont 35 years 101al) would re indkatw,

ev~n

if one did nO[ a,gultlc allY of lhe material came from fallout. As~u!JIjng Ih;ll $l)m~ of Illc
rcdnction i.n coneemrmion re.~uhed nO[ from Il'avel rime, but from dilution v..ith older Waler al
lower leve18, dIe travel lime could be measured ill years.
Tritium contenl in alffiosphe.lic m01srure al the surface ,,[Ward Valley
mea~ured at

ha~

be;;n

6.9 TUsY The four mea,uremenrn made at 100 feet bene,ull the surf:tC~ averaged

aboul 1 TU.IO If that difference were because of decay of lhe rriuum alorte that <kcay would
require about llm'e half-lives. (In one half-life, or about 12 yem, rriuum would
half, 10 aboUi 3.5 TIl~; fila 24 y,'au. Dr lwo
it would be abou! O.B5

TI15,le~~

haJf-live~,il. would

hav~

dr-.::uyed i.ll

be about 1.7 TITs; after .16 vears,

than lhe average tritium mcasmcmenl actually found.)

While estimating the longest period for tritium to have migraled 100 feet below Ward
Valley i~

<I

';lJ"aigh\forw;u-d process, e5lim~ting the shor1est possible time between surface

COnHI.lllh\<lliou and the tritium

dj~covery 13

much more difficult. TI\e problem is that tritiated

~ "ho C>lll<>ruU. H""llh an,1 Wetl"", I\He~~y has claimed ihal atmospheric tritium l""l boon meas1lll'i1 at lh~ Ward.
VolJ.y 'L1!faa ill ~ to 20 W! (Go~l\~ L992). Ln fact, the m.asuremen!. was 6.9 W~ (US Ecology License
Applic~~on. T,,-nl~ 2-l1(l. B_ 1<,1).
]OJ III hi, lelLCr l<1 C""b....c~;m~n Milkr, (orn1~r H.alth OIld W.lf'are S&.... to!Iy Russell Gould. (1991) misl~.adingjy
staleS, "The records funher indi<:'" lh:1llhc ",u~imun' measnred tritium eonremratians in (lIroo bore hoie.. al 100
feel were alxmt 1 TO allwo lOC~li~n, "nd wae below de=l1on limils a( the (hird loca(ion." By notiJiH lhe number
of borehole sil.CS instead of ilie number of measurement, made, Gould gives the impression IIlal there were only
ilircc mcasnremenlS made a! 100 feel. In facl. two samples werc taken from ()De of the boreholes. Thus, Iilere wore
four ""mples taken at 1()() feel, Iilree of whiCh were above I TO. Specifically. outside ilie one measurement of UfO,
Iile anual findings wer~ 1.02 +1·0.33. 1.18+/-0.54. nnd 1.66+/-0.39. Even assuming <lIe maximum error, and lI,,, all
Iile errors were in one direction, Iile measurements an'" .bove !be delection limit of 0.5 Ws. We have independently
chcckad lhe repunulon of the lahoralory lhal performed lh. Uiljum measurementli. and found il 10 be higlJly
rcspce(e(L We were IOld thm if the Jab·says il elln !lol""t 05 TIl>. 'lnd n;p<'1IS readings above ilial, one should have
confidence in tre readings. (This does nol mean, howev.r. thaI conlamination ~I SJl1lrlrs or (lj;IJ(:]" Frob."n,g could
nOI have occUlTe.d before !he ,ampies reached lI,c bb. 11 is pos,ibic th.>Ilhc mea,urem...," :m" error"",u" bul lhe
only way!O lesllilese findings is 10 lake additional. m(}1C !leos;!i,," moa.<un:n,.·nlS. whkh i' wila' we recommend.)

-.-

raiJ\water is Iml}' 10 be dihlted .... ith older, non-tritiated water found in die sail pores. The ell.te~11
of old-waIer dilntion oftrilialed water below Ward VaUey;5 unknown. Given .IlJ,!!kiefll dilullon,
it is po.f.libl~ that Jririum migrared to lao lut below Ward Valley in as lillie as alew yNIri>'. In
olJ1er ."..ord~, the faclor of ~eveu reduction from mrface lD 100 feel may not have been a
consequellce of lime--iJlat is, three half-lives or w of r:ldioactive decay-bul the re~llit of mixing
with pre-exbting, olda soil pore waler that has a lower lliumtl content. U'if071lmalely, wMmll

)."""';"8 rhe IDlImm! 01dilwiry!l raking plUCf in l!le sryil, il i.r impo~sjble try e:uabfish u fully
reliable war,,·t-case a'iseSSmenl o/tritium migrallon rater ii, Ihe soil ber<Mlh the proposed
facility.IJ In nddition, one doesn'\ know how much further below 100 feellrilium is al about
1 TU. The oonceruration was fairly cl>U;llSlent from aboul60 feel on down, If tritlum is fonud
belO\V tOO feet beneath gronnd surface, the trllVe! Lime could even be [aSler,
Tritium Migration: Obsened Data vs. Simulalion Models
Afta being prodded by EPA and the Water Qualily Control Hoard, DIlS and BLM did
add an append", reprinting an

analy~~

by US

E~oIDb~";;

comrnclor ~ttemplillg \0 explain away

Ihe ITitiumflndinp tllat conlIadiclth<: earlier assumplion of extremely long migration tirlles. No
independent asses~m"nt by DBS rn- BLM is found in the Final EIRjS.

US Ecology has allempted lD explain the m~.asnred.tritium as the result of eilher liquid
phase or gas phase migrution, preferring the latter explanalhm,12 ¥<"hatever the C(luse of the
migralion, il appe~ U!I though nitium Can move at lhis silevery much fa~!er Ihan US Ecology or

DHS and BLM 11.111 previously asaumed.
I t If Ihe travel lime were lhe ma:<illl'Jm indicated by the", mea,u~lllcnlS-35years fllJ JoO !'eet-and if we Ira,el
lime were 1in~,"" w!~. d"tmlCC, it cDuld IIlke a coupte ofhundrcd yoar. far tritium to ,~_"h l'."'undwater. This would
b~ SIlfficienltimc 'Or nitiulll lO docay lO irungnlflcam levels (with. half life of 12.3 years, 20 h<M
would be
"bout 250 yeari. al whi,h time only a million~' of the lritium would mmain). For longer-lived ITlllIfrial; such as
SUQntiulll ar.d cesium, how,,"', jt would tak~ ;d)nul 600 years or more 10 ha"c Ihe S.UOe redUClion in 3mount through
decay. If th~ lra,ellime WeIe morter than 35 years far l()') (.. t-because, for e.,"mpl~, the reduction in
eoncenlllllion observed resull.ed DOljwt from radioactive dray but also from dilution with ol<1et water, trilium ClJuld
potenlially roa.;h groUlldwater .uffici."tly quickly thaI a ,UbS!anlia! portion would remain ,aillmclive.

Ii"",

t2 We have .10m. sJ:el'ucism about lhe gas pba>e migration claim. AI he". it is not yet pro'ea. US Ecology wou1<t
oo.,jously prefer tho migraliom mcchJIlism to be ..... I,ll,,,, rather Ihan Ji~uid pha<iC. bec.,use if the rapid migration a
D:.iull of rela~vely rapid liquid migrnlion downward at Ihe site, ilien mdionuclid';'; other than trilinm, parUCIlwly
lllose in waler s<lluble farms, wuM also migrate quickly, Whate'''' Corm of migrnuu~ j~ occurring, !u:>wcver, doe:;
little 10 pro.ido: assurance with regard ID the migration of th~ J~ :lIIIounl.'l of lritium planned to be dj'"P"sed of ;U
Ward Valley, No matter Whnl mechanism is <au;ing the trilium migration, it apf"'illS from lh~ rlata 10 be migrating
rnpidly; 1:><>loause mmi"", of curies of trilium arc projected to 00 disjlOS('\! of lbore, rapid migrmifln. in either a liquid
ur gas phase, is probkmJlic, These problems arc magnified to th~ extenl liJalOther radionnclid"s (e.g" iUdine-129
and =bon-14) an:: also subjea to gas phase migf"JIi"". Nme also that, ewn if US Ecology were right in 113 cl,"m
aboul go< phase migraJion, whicll it :laY' is gradient-illi,OI'l, large quantiti~s of tritium di6p<\Sed of al tho ,ill' cou.1:l
c",me a markedly ~tr"nger gradiem and dri,ing folC~ pnX!ucillg evcn more rapid migr;l~~n
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US F...;o[ogy's consultant, Harding Lawson Assodates (liLA), altempted to down.play the
contradictory fiHdin"S by presenting a new "worsH'ase"

~eellario for

pos>ible tri liHm

comaminatioTI of the groundwater below Ward Valley. Thi~ n.ew "worst"case" seenmo (~based
on HLA', "calibmtiHg" of lheir

previon~ model

with lhe new data from the aClual tritium

me,l~uremelllS. In this scen.uio, however, rhe d1fear of comaminat;QTI is underestimated rllrougll

relial,ce on a migmtion modd that eonfliers with dalaobtained from the ~ite characterization
study. TIle failme ofrheir migration model to predict and confonn to the observed tritinm
findings caH be seer. ill rhe report snbmitted by HLA Oil behalf of US Ecology (FER/Ii,
Appendix" Response to C'.ommems on Drafr EIRjS, Appendix 9 - Evaluation ofTriliulll
Trnnsport). The key figure from thm report i~ reproduced hac as Figure 1.

We inclnde here as Figure 2 the tritium measurements in rhe lacatioll ill the holes from
which ule mea~uremelllS were made. In Figure J, we have plotted the data from the actual
tritium

measurement~.

Tritium cOrlcentrationii drop from about 71Us althe surfoce to on the

onkr of 1"2 TUs at 35 feet and remain fairly eOUmlllt as far be.low sUIfaee as soil pore waler
measuremenrs were m"de in Ihe nn,alurnted zone-to the 100 foot below ground surface kvel.
Now examine the graph prepared. by HLA of the same data, inclnded here as Figuro 1.
(TIle broke]] eurve we have added amJ will discuss shortly.) UpOli careful I~view of Figure 1,
one .finds thaI the \1llbroken curve purported by HiA to represeiU simulated Jriti11I:n concentration
levels fails [0 match rlie ob~erved data. For exampk,

al

rlie 100 foot level, wh= the olJserved

data awrage jnsr nnder LO ru, the simula[Cd level is virtually zero. At me

~urface,

where the

mea;lI!ed level is 6.91Us,L' the HL<\. curve storts nor with me mllll-sured value bnt with much
highervJlues thaI do not even appear as datu points on the grnph. At the 100 foor level, four
lIleasurement~ were made. One was csst"ntiilly 2ero, the other lhree were all above 1 TU. HLA

ignores the lhree posilive reading.~ and projecl~ it, curve near zero at 100 fOOL Where1L~ me
ilCtual data indicate little if any change in concentration with depth below 35 fCCl, and
measurable readings at ule !('Wel (\ll:l'm stlldied, 100

fe~l.

HLA.

:l.Ssert~

mal Jrilinlll bardy

penetrates beneath 100 feet. W~ find this prnctice disUllbing: HLA, under cOl1tr~r wirb US
Ecology, gen~rnted a curve that does nO( fit rhe data, and thell relied upon the model-derived
curve for it~ worst-case environmental esrimate~ rau,er dian relying UpOIl Ihe data. a[ hand-men

U Pr<>-homb rest Conct·DI1.mons woultl be expected II) be even lower; .alu,,"' u.' l~", '" 05 1113 have be..]] reputt".!
(w., Evans, 1966).
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Figun I. SilIInlated and Obsernd Tritium v.. l}epth Prom", Gas Phase Simll!illians, With "13e~t
"Fil" Pn!dldioo Carv<. H....,ding Law"," As.lociates (HLA). nuder centraC' with US Ecology, ·calibrated" it<
tritium migration \OOmpu",r simulation model 10 ilIlalyze porential migration scenarios in ",sponse lO WlC,pe.c:ted
tritium fmdings beneath tlI~ proposed Ward Valley w;1:H" site. Even ~lC' cahhratioo. fILA's mooel failed ro
cOITMpond with existing dal:l. HLA assumed thai smf"C~ tritium concenlration ievds of 20 TU. when .ctu:Jl data
show • ..",face concentration level of 6.9 TUs. liLA assumed <bar tritium concentration levels approsch 0 TU. at
depths of 100 feel beneath ground :rurlilCe while aClual data show 3!1 average of about LO TV at 100 feet A "be,!fil" prediction cW'Vo bas<:d un lite obsen'ro d;lW. is represented here 1-S a dashed line. The "best·fie eurve shows !he
difference between me 115swnptions of HLA's tritium migration modelllUd actuallritium findingstl Ward Valley.
(Adapt<ld from, FEIR/S. Arpendix _Re<!'Ouses to Comm,nlS on Draft EJRr.l, Appcndi' 9 _E .al""Uun of Tritium .
Traosporl).
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Tritium Findings at Ward Valley
(in Tritium Units)
SAMPLE SITE AND DATE
69 TUS· Air MoisllU Sillnple
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"lCurt:. TritiulD Findltlp .1 W...d VaUo,. SolI vapor SIIftIllcs for Gillum """" I3k(:II • dqllhl; (If 100
foel in I!Ie IlIIAnnItd zone bolx:adll!le ",........,.00 Wan! Vallqr ".,icwtiyc ~ llll:iblY. The fllldinli sugg<:$l
lIitium mlp3lioo rllLl of 100 {ea in r....... lh:an 3~ ~'caIlinf: in.. qlleSlion US &olocil inlllalllSUlllpu<lftS of
tritium mipaoon "'1eS IOpoutIdwuer of·~of)an.·
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DHS .nd BLM accepted lhis fabrication as absolUle assurance thaI ndionuc:litk migration will
nOllhreaten the Ward Valley environment
Using curvihne:u regression analyses. we have generaled a "!xsl·fit" CU1""e based on the
actual dala. In Figure: I.

""t:

have wperinlposed thai M!xsl·fil~ curve, using a brok.en hne, on the

HLA graph. One can see thalll'te ~isting data in no way suggeSt zero concentrations of tritium
benealh 100 feel. as the HLA model simulation purports 10 demonstrale.
HLA compounds ilS failure: 10 model accuralely ll'te aelual below.ground ailium findings
by assuming lhalll'te ground· level tritium concentration is an abnormally high 20 TUs. This
assumption serves 1""0 purpo5Cs: F1J'51. il allows US Ecology 10 claim Ihal illook. trilium as long
as 60 years to migrate 100 feel below Ward Valley. If lhey had 10 assume more conservllive
inilial tritium levels, suc:h as 5 TUs..then they would have 10 admil thai, given dilulion of open
aiT hydrogen bomb testing era levels. trilium eouId have mignlled 10 the 100 foot level in only a
few yeaTS. Second. !he assumplion of an initial concentration level of 20 TUs allows HLA 10
projecl a "sleeperM coucenlr111iOll m1UC:llQn gradient, which lends ettdence 10 llle assumption thaI
acru.:d ailium levels approach ZeTQ al the 100 feel below ground surface. The obsc:rved dalll,
~·ever.

suggesl thai the airium eoncenlr11tion gmdienllevds off jusl pasl depths of 30 f«l and

remains fairly constanl all,he v.oay oo..."IIlodepthS of 100 fcci or 1IlOl'e.
The 20 TUs ground·level c~ntration DS$UIllprion is called into question by Ihe 6.9 rus

air moislun: sample collecled by liLA al Ward Valley, and by pre.1954 a!lTlOSpheric ailium
roncentralion measurements and estimales reponed in other studies. The aUlhors ched by liLA
gave the higlleSl estimale of pre:-1954 aunospheric aitiurn concentrations found in OUT lilCfllIW'e
review. We found estimales of 0.5 10 5 TIls (Evans, 1966). appro~malely 6 TUs (Feinendegen.
1967). and 8 10 10 TUs (Bnldbury. 1991), bul nothing as high as lhe 20 lUs cited in Freeze and
CherT)' (1979) by 1-ll.A. In [-'CI, Freeze and ChtTl')' (1979) contradicled theU-OWD citation of 5·20
TUs by including a I'CfereDCe 10 dala showing pre·1953 tritium concentration in pm:ipilation in
Otlawa, Canada, as less than 10 ll.Js. FunhellllOrt, Freeze and Cherry I'Clied upon
Payne (1972) fOT lhe 5-2Q lUs figure. Payllt, citing La! and ~.ef'5 (1962) staled lItal global
aVCfllge precipilalion levels from non·bomb uitium would be "belWtell I and 2 tritium units"
(p. 100). Payne added mal lower concentrations would be expecled over oceans and higher
v.:dues over the continents. and Ihal seasonal variations may occur as well. He Sl:Iled,
~Unfonunalely.

few measurements of cosmic ray·produced tritium

~ist"

(p. 100), and "-enl on

10 say thaI. in the absenceofl'Chable data, Mroughly one can CJlpec." pre-bomb trilium in
precipitation "10 be in the nnlle S-2OTIls lk~ndin8 "pon IoaJtion QM stason o/thl! ytar
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(p. 100: emplluis added). Thus. HLA's rdianec on Freeu: and Cherty is not based on actual
measuremenls; Fruze lltId Cherty relied on Payne. who bemoaned the lack of measurements.
and Ille 5-20 TUs range thai was Payne's "rougll Upeelltion" depending upon location and
season docs nOi imply an upectariOlllllat a pllce like Ward Valley woold IIl\'e 20 TUs on
average. e,·en if ilS location pUI it at the lIigll end of the range. because 20 TIls W'lIS the estimale
for lhe-localion ....ith the lIighesl pre-llydrogen bomb mtiurn levels al the time of year wilen lhe
concentrations wen:: the lIigllesL

It is unfOr'lunale Illat HLA used lhe upper end of sucll I "l'O\IglI estimale," ignoring mucll
lower Q.Cnwl rMaslUt~1I1S Illat are reported in the lileralure. This is particularly disturbing
given thllllCtUa.l measuremenllaken al Ward Valley of mtium in ItmOSpheriC moisture was one
Illird of !he value used by HLA for ilS Worsl-use lltIalysis lIS5umptions. and thai those
measurem::nls .....ere taken while uioum from fallout was presenl (i.e.• pre-hydrogen bomb mourn
levels al Ward Valley must be l$Sumed to be below the 6.9 TIls rrltuured there now. assuming
thalU>e 6.9 TUs

~rrltnt ....as

reliable.)

From a sundpoint of COllservarive safety analysis. 11 is Inappropriale 10 use the leU!
conSCTV3rive figure (i.e.• 20 TUs). Using the actual mea.suremcnu of altnOSpheric moisfUfe
uitium CO'llcnt lIthe site ttself. the maximum migraTion period .....o uld be appro:l:imately

15 )·ears. With dilution of uiriated and older ....ater. or a swting figure based on lower pre-bomb
surface concentrations than an: found today. uitium may well migrate faster than 100 fC'et in
35 years.
US Ecology. DHS. and BLM vioIaled a fulldarnenlal scientifIC principle: Given
inconsistencies bel....·een theory and data. the lheory must be revised Of abandoned. Here. prior to
laking actual measurements. US Ecology assumed thatlririum would take

~thous.ands of years~

1'0 migrate 650 fC'el. After lhe discovery of uilium 100 feet below the ptoposed faci.lily.
US Ecology formulaled a

"ca.libraled~

model of lhe rate of mtium migration at Ward Valley:

'The effective diffusion coefficient for uirium was aJsllmtd 10 be 1.0 f12 / day as
eslimaud from the cafibratwn of lhe ATl.AS-SOUJTE model to measuml.
mlium concenuatioru in the unsaturaled:woe It the Ward Valley site. l •
(emphasis added)

Thecalibraled model docs nOt, ho.....e\·er, accur.uely ll:nectlhe observed data. Since the model
(\O(S not fit the data,

"'1:

cooclude Ihal the model is flawed and thaI we cannol rely upon the

assurances offered by US Ecology, DHS, and BL1,1that radionue-lide migralion at Ward Valley
will not endanger publIC health or the environmem.
Indeed, US Ecology claims. ~Meuurcmenlsof background tritium in .....aler vapor in the
\'00= zone showed thallhe ooocenl11ltion

or uitium thcretlle5 abou! OM orotr ofmagniludefor

r,'ery 50 fut Of/ow ground surface.~15 As is readily apparenl from the dall. hovo·ever.lbe
concentration of lrilium lkcrelSes by a flC1OfOf abool 3-5 in 35 feel, and then remains fairly
conSWIl for the next 65 feel. Indeed. lhere is only a seven·fold reduction in ooocenl11ltion in
100 fccl., not the lOO-fold redoction US Ecology claims .bout itS own dala. Most imponam.
lhete is no evilknc:e to suggest what happens below 100 (eel below ground surface, the grelilelil
lkpth.t which measurementS .....ere taken.
The Absence of Tritium Mt'llSU~tsin Ihe UnsalUt3led Zone Below 100 Fed
US EcoIOJY complicaled their already problematie model assumplions by Iimiring tritium
sampling loonly the. lop 100 feel of the unsaluraled zone. lbe failun: 10 mel.Sure for trilium in
lhe unsaluraled zone al distances deeper lhan 100 feet below the surface reprdenlS perhaps the
mosllroUblesome 15pCC1 of the sile charac1eriution analysis. Wilhout soch mc:asuremenlS.1here
is no way to tell hovo' far or how rapidly tritium has migrated at Ward Valley. This failure leaves
open questions about the po55ibilily thaI tririum migraled rapidly 10 depths well below 100 fccl.
The Nl'fli 10 USoI' tl!(> Most Sensilh'c Mnsuremenl Technique in Future Tritium Sampling
Both the tritium findings and the failure 10 sample below 100 fcci benell\h the surfau

suggest a need for further Sloo)' of site characleristics II Ward Valley. Should additional tritium
sampling take place. In a11em:llive technique would need 10 be adopled 10 assull: accurate
measurement or the extremely smail tritium levels thai ma)' be found beneath lIle 100 foot leveL

"I1ItIl: are alleasl lhree ways 10 measure lritium ooncenl11ltions in walef. lbe [tnl method is to
measure tritium levels directly. This method is the easiest. least expensive, and least sensitive.

_.

1be second method. used by US Ecology 10 measure lritiwn in the unsaturated ZODC. involves
I' US

6rolocY. 19!11. Oecanber 12. F">ml E.!Ivitonmenlat Monilorinl: R~. V~ 2. Pqc 1Il-93. (.... phaN
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enriching a sample by some set amount of tritium, thus boosting the tritium level to one in which
relatively sensitive measures can be taken. This method allows researchers to detect tritium
levels as low as 0.1 TUs (University of Miami, 1987).
There is an even more sensitive measurement technique that could be used to detect
extremely low levels of tritium in soil samples at Ward Valley. This technique is currently being
used by scientists at the Sandia
the Lawrence Livermore

ational Laboratory branch in Livermore, California, as well as

ational Laboratory, to measure amounts of tritium well below 1 TU.

The process involves the removal of all helium from a sample. The sample is then left to sit for a
time while tritium naturally decays to helium-3. Helium-3 is then measured with a mass
spectrometer and, having taken into account the 12.3 year half-life of tritium and the time
between initial helium extraction and the time of measurement, one can calculate the amount of
tritium present in a given soil sample with high precision and at very low concentrations.
Using a similar technique, Professor Harmon Craig at the University of California,
San Diego, says tritium can be measured in concentrations as low as 0.005 TUs.16 Note that
these measurements are 100 times more sensitive than those DHS and BLM cite as the lower
limit of detectability.
Sensitive measurements, well controlled and independently verified, should be made of
soil pore water at Ward Valley all the way down to groundwater. One cannot confidently
estimate migration times to groundwater without such measurements; the measurements made to
date, however, do make it clear one cannot at this time rely on the migration model employed by
US Ecology and endorsed by DHS and BLM.17

16 Personal communication, I April 1992. We confllTlled this with Dr. Robert Poreda, University of Rochester,
who says there are about eight places in the U.S. that can perform such measurements at approximately those levels.
His own laboratory can measure lritium at concentrations as low as 0.01 111s.
17 US Ecology, DHS, and BLM have repeatedly claimed that water only migrates upward at the Ward Valley site.
They justify this claim in part by citing the annualized average pan evaporation rate at the site (how much water
would evaporate from a pan of water kept outdoors all year) compared to the annual rainfall at the site. This
homogenization of the data misses the central point that most of the rain occurs during the winter, when the
evaporation rate is the lowest, and that substantial storms do occur that result in ponding and downward migration of
water (see Figure 4). Note also that the model is based on the rainfall currently at Ward Valley, not a situation in
which there has been climate change. Given the multi-thousand year period for which some of these waste remain
dangerous, it is not prudent to assume that weather and geological conditions will remain the same for as long as the
wastes represent a risk to the environment and public health. Furthermore, the US Ecology model only takes into
account rainfall, not the additional water being added to the site by plaMed routine spraying of water at the site by
the company for dust abatement.
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The "blue ribbon" panel established by DHS to deal with hydrological and monitoring
issues associated with Ward Valley was very concerned about the tritium findings and what these
findings implied about the validity of US Ecology's optimistic claims with regard to radionuclide
migration rates. IS Yet, rather than permit the panel to attempt to resolve the matter, DHS
"steered" the panel away from the issue (see, e.g., Bianchi, undated). In a letter to DHS, Steve
Pardieck (1991), Chief of EPA's Drinking Water and Ground Water Protection Branch (Region
IX) stated that the finding of tritium beneath the site is "an issue which has not yet been resolved
to our satisfaction." Nor to ours.

18 Dr. William Bianchi, who served on the DHS panel and was concerned about these mauers, is also a member of
the Ward Valley Technical Review Panel.
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Figure 6120-6: Climatologic data ror Ward
Valley vicinity
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Figure 4. Climatologic Data for Ward Valley Vicinity. Ward Valley proponents argue that the risk of
downward migration of radionuclides at Ward Valley is minimal because the pan evaporation rate exceeds the
average precipitation level. Those who use this argument ignore data showing that rainfall in the desert is more
likely when temperatures are cool, and evaporation potentials low. As might be expected, pan evaporation rates are
higher in the summer months when, on average. precipitation tends to occur during the winter. (Source: US
Ecology License Application. Figure 6120-6.)
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